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This thesis is focused on the novel modular permanent magnet (PM) machines having flux 
gaps (FGs) in alternate stator teeth. Three research topics are included: 1) the design of multi-
phase modular PM machines, 2) cogging torque and torque ripple reduction methods for 
modular PM machines, 3) the manufacturing tolerance of modular PM machines.  
First of all, the influence of FGs on the multi-phase modular PM machines are summarized 
and some general rules are established which can be used as the design guidelines for the multi-
phase modular PM machines. It is worth noting that the 4- and 5-phase modular stator PM 
machines are only studied through the simulation. Secondly, two cogging torque and torque 
ripple reduction methods by the slot-opening shift and also the employment of the C-core stator 
segments are introduced. The proposed methods can effectively reduce the resultant cogging 
torque and torque ripple of the modular PM machines. Thirdly, the manufacturing tolerances 
of modular PM machines are also studied in this thesis and it provides an insight into the 
influence of manufacturing tolerance on the modular PM machines performance. Three 
possible manufacturing tolerance scenarios, e.g. stator segment radial or circumferential 
displacement and the PM defects, are investigated. The assessment of the manufacturing 
tolerance withstand capability of modular PM machines has also been carried out in this thesis. 
The prototype machines have been built and the numerical results calculated by both 2D 
and 3D finite element (FE) have been validated. It is worth mentioning that although the 
research carried out in this thesis based on the small size modular PM machines (for 
experimental validation purpose), the conclusions obtained in this thesis may be extended to 
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Back-EMF Back electromotive force 
EV Electrical vehicle 
FE Finite element 
FG Flux gap 
FP Frozen permeability 
FSPM Flux-switching permanent magnet 
GCD Greatest common divisor 
IPM Interior permanent magnet 
LCM Least common multiple 
MMF Magneto motive force 
PM Permanent magnet 
RMS Root-mean square 
SPM Surface-mounted permanent magnet 







ℎ𝑠𝑦 Stator yoke thickness mm 
𝐸𝐴, 𝐸𝐵, 𝐸𝐶 Magnitudes of the fundamental phase back-EMFs V 
𝐸𝐴𝑛, 𝐸𝐵𝑛, 𝐸𝐶𝑛 Magnitudes of the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ harmonic of phase back-EMFs V 
𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑦 UMF of x-axis or y-axis N 
𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐵, 𝐼𝐶, Magnitudes of the phase supply currents A 
𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 RMS current A 
𝐾𝑑 Distribution factor  
𝐾𝑝 Pitch factor  
𝐾𝑤 Winding factor  
𝑁𝐹𝐺  Number of FGs  
𝑁𝑐 LCM between 𝑁𝑠 and 2𝑝  
𝑁𝑐𝑚 LCM between 𝑁𝐹𝐺  and 2𝑝  
𝑁𝑠 Slot number  
𝑅𝑖 Stator inner radius mm 
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑔 Cogging torque of non-modular PM machine Nm 
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑔−𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑟 Cogging torque of modular PM machine Nm 
𝑇𝑗 The magnitude of the 𝑗
𝑡ℎ cogging torque harmonic Nm 
𝑞𝑝ℎ Number of slot vectors of one phase  
𝑤𝑡𝑏 Tooth body width mm 
 
V 
𝛽𝐹𝐺 FG width mm 
𝜆𝑠 Split ratio  
𝜎𝑝ℎ Angle between two adjacent back-EMF vectors Elec. Deg. 
𝜏𝑝 Pole pitch Mech. Deg. 
𝜏𝑠 Slot pitch Mech. Deg. 
𝜑𝐴𝑛, 𝜑𝐵𝑛, 𝜑𝐶𝑛 Phase angles of the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ harmonic of phase back-EMFs Elec. Deg. 
𝜔𝑚 Rotation speed Rad/s 
t Time s 
𝐼 Peak current A 
𝑚 Phase number  
𝑝 Rotor pole pair number  
𝑞 Number of coil per phase  
𝛼 Rotor position Elec. Deg. 
𝛽 Desired shift angle Elec. Deg. 
𝛾 Desired shift angle Mech. Deg. 
𝛿 Phase angle of supply current Elec. Deg. 
𝜃 Angular position Mech. Deg. 
𝜎 Phase angle between adjacent EMF vectors of one phase Elec. Deg. 
𝜑 Phase angle of cogging toque harmonic Elec. Deg. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In this chapter, a general introduction on the modular PM machines is given. The modular 
stator and rotor topologies have been reviewed in the first place and then the advantages and 
disadvantages of employing modular machines topologies have been detailed. The machine 
cooling by taking advantages of modular structure has also been demonstrated. Last but not the 






PM machines, due to their inherently exhibited advantages compared with the electrically 
excited machines and also induction machines, have attracted increasing interests from both 
academia and also industry in recent decades. The advantages of PM machines include but not 
limited to [1]-[2]: 
1. Simple structure especially when the brushless topologies are adopted. Therefore, 
compared to the traditional wound field synchronous machines with mechanical 
commutators, the PM machines can have higher reliability. 
2. Generally high efficiency due to the fact that no extra excitation field is needed, 
resulting in the elimination of the copper losses in the rotor during the excitation. 
3. High torque/power density benefiting from the employment of PMs that have high 
magnetic energy density.  
4. High power factor, etc.  
Benefiting from the advantages above, the PM machines can be applied to many 
applications, such as aerospace, domestic appliances, electric and hybrid electric vehicles (EVs 
and HEVs), etc. [3]-[5]. In addition, due to high torque and power density as well as high 
efficiency, the renewable energy such as (onshore and offshore) wind power is another 
important market sector for PM machines [6]. Two main PM machine topologies are often 
selected for the wind turbines which are the surface-mounted PM (SPM) generator and the 
interior PM (IPM) generators although the former is more preferable particularly for offshore 
wind power applications [7]. By employing the SPM generator, the lower torque ripple can be 
more easily achieved while when the V-shaped IPM generator is employed, the thinner PMs 
are allowed due to the flux concentration effect in the rotor [8]. In [7], the performance of two 
5MW PM wind power generators having either SPM or IPM rotors are compared. It has 
concluded that at the average wind speed of 7m/s, the IPM generator has slightly higher 




Fig. 1.1 The picture of wind power generator [9]. 
However, the size of such wind power generators could be very large, as shown in Fig. 1.1. 
By way of example, the outer diameter can be as large as 8.6 meter for a 5MW wind power 
generator [10]. Therefore, the manufacturing, transportation, lifting and assembling works on 
site will be big challenges.  
The introduction of modular topology can help to significantly ease the aforementioned 
difficulties of such large wind power generators and also other large-scaled machines [28]. By 
employing the modular topology, the manufacturing efficiency in terms of the material 
consumption, production capability, etc. can be improved as well. Therefore, in this chapter, 
the modular PM machines having different modular stators or rotors with their characteristics, 
as well as the advantages and disadvantages of employing the modular topologies are reviewed, 




1.2 EXISTING MODULAR MACHINE TOPOLOGIES 
The modular PM machines, due to advantages such as simple stator construction and 
winding fabrication as well as good fault-tolerant capability, etc. are attracting growing interest 
from both industry and academia. Various modular topologies have been proposed in recent 
years, although some modular rotor structures have been proposed, most of the modular 
machines employ the modular stator structures in different ways. In the following sections, 
different modular topologies will be reviewed. A summary of the modular PM machine 
topologies is given in Fig. 1.2. 
 
Fig. 1.2 Modular PM machines topologies existed in the literature. 
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1.2.1 MACHINES WITH MODULAR STATORS  
1.2.1.1 SEGMENTED STATOR WITH JOINT-CONNECTION IN STATOR YOKE 
H. Akita, et.al. have proposed a new stator core structure which can be made into the model 
of a joint-lapped core [11] and by employing some cylindrical convex or concave joints, the 
segments are connected together. By doing so, the rotation of the segments are allowed so to 
obtain a cylindrical stator core, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Additionally, if a non-overlapping winding 
is employed, the copper wire can be wound around the teeth of such stator core easily and 
automatically by the winding nozzle, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. This can largely save the winding 
time and potentially help to increase the slot fill factor. It is found that the efficiency of the 
machine with the joint-lapped core can be improved slightly from 93.7% to 95.3% compared 
with the machine with the conventional core due to the reduction in both copper and iron losses 
[11]. However, this method requires special tools [12] and extra time to assemble the large 
number of stator segments, which could increase the manufacturing difficulty and reduce the 
production efficiency. 
 












Fig. 1.5 Modular stators. (a) Modular stator proposed in [13]-[14] . (b) Modular stator proposed 
in [15]. 
Similar to the modular topology presented in [11], other modular stator core structures with 
the joint-connections are shown in [13]-[15], as shown in Fig. 1.5. It can be found that the joint-
connection structures and the shape of the stator segments are simpler compared to the 
structures shown in Fig. 1.3. By doing so, the manufacturing efficiency can be significantly 
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improved and the stator core material consumption can be greatly saved. The manufacturing 
method such as preforming winding by winding machine for each stator segment is still feasible 
for this type of modular structure. It is worth noting that some commercial products have 
already been launched by companies such as SWD AG [16], Yuma Precision Stamping Co., 




Fig. 1.6 The pictures of the stator segments. (a) Stator segment produced by [16]. (b) Stator 
segment produced by [17]. 
In [18], several other shapes of stator joint-connections are presented, as depicted in Fig. 
1.7. However, compared to the stator segments shown in Fig. 1.6, the shape of the stator 
segments shown in Fig. 1.7 are more complicated. Such complicated joint-connections can help 
to strengthen the interconnection between the stator segments. However, the precise 
manufacturing is necessary which need very accurate stamping tool. This will lead to increase 
in the  production cost. On the contrary, due to the relatively simpler joint-connection shape, 
the stator segments proposed in [13]-[17] can be manufactured and assembled relatively easier 
and quicker while the strength of the connection will not necessarily be compromised. 
Therefore, such kind of stator segment shape is more suitable in practice. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1.7 Stator segments with different joint-connections. (a) Ω shape. (b) Trapezoid shape. (c) 
T shape [18]. 
Besides the models proposed above, other modular models with flux-barriers inserting in 
the stator yoke have been proposed in [19]-[21], as shown in Fig. 1.8. The flux-barriers are 
made of nonmagnetic material so to reduce the effective stator yoke thickness (rather cutting 
off the stator yoke partially) and at the same time to maintain a complete stator core. By 
uniformly displacing the flux-barriers in the stator yoke, the sub-harmonics in the air-gap flux 
density as well as the iron losses in the machine can be reduced and hence the machine 
performance can be improved [19].  
 




Nevertheless, the modular structures shown in Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 still require accurate 
manufacturing and assembly to build the complete stator core. However, in practice, the 100% 
accurate manufacturing during the mass production is impossible, and thus, the manufacturing 
tolerance will always exist, as shown in Fig. 1.9. In [13]-[14], the influence from the 
manufacturing tolerance of the tooth-bulge on cogging torque has been investigated, as shown 
in Fig. 1.9 (a). It has found that the tooth-bulge problem leads to extra cogging torque harmonic 
contents and based on such additional cogging torque harmonics, a quick and easy method for 





Fig. 1.9 Modular stator core with the manufacturing tolerance. (a) Tooth-bulge [13]-[14]. (b) 




In [15], other two manufacturing tolerance scenarios of the stator core segment misaligned 
are studied, as shown in Fig. 1.9 (b) and (c). It has found that the inevitable additional air-gaps 
during the assembly process resulted in the decrease in output power compared with the motor 
with conventional stator core. This is mainly due to the increase in the effective air-gap 
reluctance resulted from such additional air-gaps. In addition, it is found that the stator segment 
misalignment problem increases the peak cogging torque and the periodicity of the cogging 
torque will be changed at the same time. 
1.2.1.2 SEGMENTED STATOR WITHOUT JOINT-CONNECTION IN STATOR YOKE 
In 2004, B. C. Mecrow, et.al. have proposed a new modular stator core structure, from which 
the stator core is split into three segments, as shown in Fig. 1.10 [22]. By employing such stator 
structure, the pre-formed coil can ultimately placed around the teeth easily after passing along 
the core back. As a result, the high slot fill factor can be achieved [22]. Nevertheless, the 
proposed manufacturing method still has some drawbacks. Firstly, the working hours for 
making and assembling the stator segments will increase if the machines have large slot number 
and pole number such as wind turbine generators. Secondly, when welding the stator segments 
together, the manufacturing tolerance is more likely to be introduced and possibly result in the 
non-circular stator core. Thirdly, the soldering spot in the stator yoke will potentially increase 
the iron losses, so the efficiency of the proposed machines might be reduced.  
 




F. Libert et. al. have compared different modular core shapes together with a summary of 
their assembling methods in [12]. From Fig. 1.11, the stator iron is split into several segments 
(or modules). Consequently, such manufacturing method can help to reduce the wasted iron 
laminations from 80%-90% (by manufacturing in conventional way) to 50%-60% (by 
manufacturing in modular way) of the total iron material. Since the assembling of stator is 
achieved via welding the stator segments together, the increase in production time and other 
materials consumption are still unavoidable. Although the material waste is reduced by 
applying such production method, as a matter of fact, the waste is still considerable. On the 
other hand, because the segments are welded together, the local magnetic characteristics are 
damaged, which leads to an unexpected increase in iron losses [12]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1.11 Stator laminations. (a) 120° segments. (b) 60° segments [12]. 
 




In [23], the authors have presented a brushless PM motor with a segment stator core and 
investigated the influence of design parameters on the leakage flux through the tooth tips, as 
shown in Fig. 1.12. It can be concluded that, compared with the motor with non-segmented 
stator laminations, the back electromotive force (back-EMF) and the tooth flux density of the 
motor with the segmented stator laminations are smaller. This is mainly due to higher slot flux 
leakage and also the increased effective air-gap length [23]. 
Another similar modular structure is presented in [24], from which the stator core is 
segmented in the stator yoke, which introduces additional air-gaps due to the manufacturing 
tolerance, as shown in Fig. 1.13. Moreover, due to manufacturing defects, the additional air-
gaps are very likely to be non-uniform, which may lead to a dramatic increase in both resultant 
cogging torque amplitude and periodicity but they have little impact on the performance of 
back-EMF waveform [24]. Moreover, such additional air-gaps in the stator yoke may also 
increase the total reluctance of the PM machine which may result in the degraded performance.  
 
Fig. 1.13 Modular stator structure with individual stator tooth and back-iron [24].  
1.2.1.3 INSERTED STATOR SEGMENTS  
M. Kitamura et. al. [25] investigated the cogging torque due to roundness error of brushless 
PM machines with segmented stator in 2003, as shown in Fig. 1.14. It can be seen that the 
stator consists of 12 teeth and a ring-shaped stator yoke. Each tooth is wound by a concentrated 
coil and by inserting them into the grooves of the stator yoke. Then, a complete stator can be 
achieved. However, by doing so, the mechanical strength could be compromised and the 




Fig. 1.14 Inserted segmented stator [25].  
Several other similar modular structures have been reported in [26]. The segmented stator 
teeth with the pre-formed coils are inserted into the slots in the solid back iron by the solid joint 
to make the stator core, as shown in Fig. 1.15. The modular structure shown in Fig. 1.15 (a)-
(b) was first proposed by the authors, but it has been found that the iron losses of these two 
models are very high. In order to solve such problem, the authors have proposed an alternative, 
in which two arms are added to each side of the teeth, as depicted in Fig. 1.15 (c). Therefore, 
the equivalent stator yoke can be formed which is the main flux path. As a result, the iron losses 
of the model shown in Fig. 1.15 (c) can be significantly reduced. It is worth noting that the 
shape of the solid joint can be different, such as the round shape, as shown in Fig. 1.15 (d) [26]. 








Fig. 1.15 Modular stator structures with solid joint [26]. 
However, the drawbacks of the proposed modular structure are still obvious. The stator teeth 
with the solid joint as well as the solid back iron require very accurate manufacturing. When 
assembling the stator segmented teeth to the solid back iron via the solid joint, it is difficult to 
guarantee those components are perfectly fitted into each other during mass production. As a 
result, non-uniform subsidiary air-gap can occur, which might lead to increased iron losses and 
also cogging torque. 
1.2.1.4 MODULAR STATOR WITH FLUX BARRIERS OR FGS 
E. Spooner, et. al. have proposed some modular PM wind power generators since 1995 [27]-
[32], as shown in Fig. 1.16. The stator core of the introduced modular PM generator is 
segmented circumferentially, as a result, a large amount of individual E-cores are produced. 
Each E-core stator segment could carry preformed armature coil and be assembled with other 
stator segments to form a modular stator [28]. 
It is found that the proposed modular structure exerts several notable advantages such as: a) 
reduced active machine mass and slightly increased efficiency compared to the non-modular 
counterparts [30], b) simple structure and laminations [28], c) ease of assembly [28], d) ease of 
repair due to the fact that the faulty segments can be removed and replaced rather than removing 







Fig. 1.16 (a) The Modular stator structure [27]-[32]. (b) The stator segment with coil [29]. 
Nevertheless, since the modular topology is proposed for wind turbines applications, such 
electrical machines normally have relatively large slot and pole numbers, which means that 
more number of mechanical support accessories for the stator segments are required. This will 
make such modular wind turbines complicated and potentially increase the cost of production 
although the material can be saved to a certain extent. Because of this, further optimization on 
this modular topology is necessary. 
D. Gerling et. al. [33]-[35] have proposed various similar modular structures based on IPM 
machines. A simple but effective method to achieve modular structures is proposed by placing 
flux barriers into the alternate stator teeth, as shown in Fig. 1.17. Through inserting flux barriers 
in specific stator teeth, the drawbacks such as rich content of harmonics in the air-gap magneto 
motive force (MMF) of the conventional concentrated windings can be overcome. 
Furthermore, the new modular structure can increase the working harmonic and hence the 
torque/power density [33]. Different modular topologies have been proposed, e.g. the model 




A 12-slot/14-pole IPM machine with the new modular technology has been investigated. It 
concluded that the machine’s performance has been improved such as a 16% increase in output 
torque and more than 50% decrease in rotor losses are achieved. Moreover, the new stator 




Fig. 1.17 Various modular configurations [34]. (a) Flux barriers in alternate teeth, (b) Flux 
barriers in all teeth. 
Li et. al. [36]-[38] have proposed some novel modular SPM machines, in which, the FGs 
are inserted into the alternate stator teeth and the single layer winding are wound on the stator 
teeth without FGs. The structures of conventional and modular SPM machines are described 
in Fig. 1.18. It is worth noting that the total active tooth body widths in both modular and non-
modular machines are kept the same in order to avoid heavy local saturation in stator tooth 
body. 
The electromagnetic performance such as air-gap flux density, phase back-EMF, cogging 
torque, on-load torque, copper and iron losses, etc. of the novel modular SPM machines 
influenced by the FGs have been comprehensively investigated and some general rules for 
modular machines with different slot/pole number combinations have been proposed. Briefly 
speaking, the FGs between the stator segments have negative effects on the electromagnetic 
performance for modular PM machines with slot number (𝑁𝑠) higher than pole number (2𝑝), 
e.g. the average torque is reduced while the torque ripple can be increased. In contrast, if the 
slot number is lower than the pole number, the electromagnetic performance can be improved 
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by picking the appropriate FG width. To be specific, the average torque can be increased, but 
the cogging torque, torque ripple and machines iron losses can be reduced [36].  
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1.18 Cross-sections of the 12-slot/10-pole PM machines [36]. (a) With conventional non-
modular stator. (b) With modular stator.  
The similar modular PM machine structure but with or without tooth tips are introduced in 
[37], as shown in Fig. 1.19. The key dimensions of the investigated modular machines are the 
same as the model proposed in [36]. The influence of FGs and unequal tooth (UNET) width on 
the performance of modular PM machine are studied.  
It is found that for the UNET machines without tooth tips, the winding factors, open-circuit 
air-gap flux density and the average torque are affected by the UNET widths. While for the 
UNET machines with tooth tips, the changing of UNET width has limited impacts on the 
performance. However, for the modular PM machines without tooth tips, when 𝑁𝑠>2𝑝, their 
winding factor and average torque decrease for both modular models. Furthermore, the FGs 
have flux defocusing effects. On the contrary, when 𝑁𝑠<2𝑝, the winding factor and average 







Fig. 1.19 Modular and UNET topologies with or without tooth tip [37]. (a)-(b) Modualr. (c)-
(d) UNET. 
The modular PM machines with alternate stator teeth having tooth tips are introduced in 
[38], as shown in Fig. 1.20. Some general conclusions are obtained that for the machines with 
𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝, the reduced winding factor due to FGs can be compensated by employing tooth tips 
on the wound teeth. Therefore, the average torque will not be compromised or even improved 
compared to the non-modular counterparts. However, as mentioned previously, the winding 
factor increases due to the FGs for the machines with 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, by applying tooth tips on the 
unwound teeth, the winding factor can be further improved, so does the average torque. In 





Fig. 1.20 Modular machines with alternate teeth having tooth tips. (a) Wound teeth having 
tooth tips. (b) Unwound teeth having tooth tips[38]. 
1.2.1.5 OTHER PM MACHINES HAVING MODULAR STATOR 
In [39], a new linear modular flux-switching permanent magnet (FSPM) machine is 
introduced by removing the PMs from alternate stator teeth of the conventional linear FSPM 
machines, as shown in Fig. 1.21. The teeth with flux barriers are unwound and hence, the 
magnetic coupling between phases can be reduced significantly. Due to the advanced modular 
configuration, the windings are physically, magnetically and thermally separated, leading to 
higher fault tolerant capability. It is worth noting that the usage of magnets is more efficient, 
which leads to nearly 74% more output power under the same PM material volume. Moreover, 
as for other modular topologies, such modular structure can also make the mass production 





Fig. 1.21 Modular linear SFPM machine structure [39]. 
1.2.2 MACHINES WITH MODULAR ROTORS 
In previous sections, the PM machines with modular stators have been reviewed. However, 
it is worth noting that although it has not been widely investigated in literature, the rotor core 
can also be made segmented to achieve modular machines. In this section, some existing 
examples of PM machines with modular rotors will be given. 
1.2.2.1 SEGMENTED ROTOR FOR WIND POWER APPLICATIONS 
 
Fig. 1.22 Machines with modular rotor structure [31].  
The modular wind power generators proposed by E. Spooner. et. al. not only have modular 
stator but also modular rotor [27]-[32], as illustrated in Fig. 1.22. By doing so, the flux leakage 
can be lower, leading to optimal utilization of PMs. However, again very high  manufacturing 
and assembling accuracy for the PMs and the pole pieces is required in order to avoid 
undesirable manufacturing tolerance from the rotor side [29]. 
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1.2.2.2 INSERTED ROTOR SEGMENTS 
 




Fig. 1.24 12-slot/10-pole FSPM machines. (a) Cross-sections. (b) Rotor prototypes [41]. 
In [40], a FSPM machine with segmented rotor is introduced, as shown in Fig. 1.23 and 
another similar modular FSPM machine is proposed in [41], as shown in Fig. 1.24. For this 
modular structure, the rotor segments are manufactured in the first place and then inserted into 
the rotor back iron to form the complete rotor. By doing so, it is found that the rotor mass can 
be reduced by 11% compared with the conventional SFPM machines. Furthermore, regarding 
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the electromagnetic performance, the total losses contributed by the copper losses, iron losses 
and PM eddy current losses can be reduced by 13% [41].  
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1.3 SUMMARY OF THE MODULAR PM MACHINES 
After introducing the different modular topologies, in this section, the advantages and 
disadvantages of modular PM machines will be summarized. They are generally advantageous 
over their conventional non-modular counterparts. By employing the modular structure, several 
inherent advantages can be obtained [36]-[38]: 
1. The manufacturing process as well as winding process can be greatly simplified. Each 
segment can be manufactured separately and hence, the consumption of materials and 
the production period can be reduced. As a result, the production efficiency can be 
improved. Furthermore, it is well known that the transportation for large machines is 
always a difficult issue, especially for large offshore wind generators or large 
hydroelectric generators. However, by employing modular structure, each module of 
the large machines can be transported individually and then be assembled on-site 
afterwards, and hence significantly ease the transportation process.  
2. Better fault-tolerant capability can be achieved by modular structures. Since the stator 
segments are physically and magnetically separated, the faults cannot propagated 
from one stator segment to others. In addition, due to the fact that single layer 
concentrated winding is often employed in modular machines, a high ratio of 
self/mutual inductance can be achieved [42]-[43]. As a result, the short-circuit current 
can be reduced which weakens the fault interaction between phases Therefore, the 
modular machines are very suitable candidates for the safety critical applications 
[44]. 
3. The modular machines also show the incomparable advantages in maintenance. The 
faulty segments can be repaired or replaced by the healthy ones, but avoid replacing 
the entire machine. This can simplify the maintenance process and extend the lifetime 
of the machines. 
4. The electromagnetic performance of the PM machines can also be improved by the 
modular structure. Properly choosing the FG widths and slot/pole number 
combination can increase the winding factor and average torque while the cogging 
torque, torque ripple and iron losses can be mitigated. 
5. The improvement of cooling capability is another remarkable advantage of modular 
structure. The space (FGs or flux barriers) between the machine modules can be used 
as cooling channels [45]-[46], as shown in Fig. 1.25. By doing so, the heat exchange 
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area can be improved and the heat dissipation capability can be enhanced so that the 





Fig. 1.25 (a) Radial cooling. (b) Temperature distribution inside the PM machine [45]. 
However, the disadvantages of modular PM machines compared with the conventional PM 
machines cannot be overlooked, such as: 
1. Due to the novel modular structures, the conventional manufacturing method of PM 
machines is not applicable. New equipment and new manufacturing methods are 
required which may increase the cost of the entire PM machines. 
2. The manufacturing tolerance is more likely to occur since most of the modular PM 
machines require relatively more complicated assembly process compared to the 
conventional non-modular PM machines. 
3. The reliability of the modular PM machines may be compromised since the modular 
PM machines require more mechanical accessories and thus, the structure of the 




1.4 RESEARCH SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
1.4.1 RESEARCH SCOPE 
This thesis is aimed at further investigating the novel modular PM machines shown from 
Fig. 1.18 to Fig. 1.20. The design of multi-phase modular PM machines, cogging torque and 
torque ripple reduction methods for modular PM machines and also the studies of the 
manufacturing tolerance of modular PM machines are covered. The simulation results showed 
in this thesis are obtained from the commercial FE package of OPERA 2D and 3D. This thesis 
contains 6 chapters as follows: 
• Chapter 1 provides a general introduction about the modular PM machines existing 
in the literature. The research scope and contributions, publication list are also given 
in this chapter. 
• Chapter 2 investigates the fractional-slot multi-phase modular PM machines. The 3-
phase, 4-phase and 5-phase modular PM machines with different slot/pole number 
combinations are introduced and compared. Several general rules of the multi-phase 
modular PM machines with the respect to the influence of FG widths on machines 
performance have been established. The predicted results of the 3-phase modular 
stator PM machines are validated by experimental tests, while the 4-phase and 5-
phase modular PM machines are only studied through the FE simulation. 
• Chapter 3 introduces a cogging torque mitigation method by slot-opening shift for 
the modular PM machines. The analytically predicted desirable shift angle of each 
group of stator segments for minimizing the resultant cogging torque is derived. The 
efficiency of the proposed method for mitigating the peak cogging torque for 
modular PM machines with different slot/pole number combinations is validated by 
case studies. The experiments based on the existing prototypes are also carried out. 
• Chapter 4 proposes the C-core modular PM machines for reducing the cogging 
torque and torque ripple. The electromagnetic performances of the modular PM 
machines with the C-core stator segments are investigated. 
• Chapter 5 discusses the manufacturing tolerances of the modular PM machines. The 
manufacturing tolerance scenarios of the modular PM machines studied in this 
chapter are focused on the radial and circumferential stator segment displacements 
as well as the PM defect. Through the analyses of the electromagnetic performance, 
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the manufacturing tolerance withstand capability of the modular PM machines with 
different slot/pole number combinations are assessed. The prototype with the 
defective PM has been built and tested for validating the predicted results. 
• Chapter 6 gives a general conclusion of this thesis. The future work on the modular 
PM machines is also proposed in this chapter. 
1.4.2 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows: 
• The design guidelines for the multi-phase modular PM machines have been 
established.  
• The cogging torque and torque ripple reduction methods by the slot-opening shift 
and the employment of the C-core stator segments are proposed. The proposed 
methods can further improve the performance and enhance the advantages for the 
modular PM machines. 
• The influence of manufacturing tolerances on the electromagnetic performances of 
the modular PM machines are studied. A method for identifying the most influencing 
cases of the stator segment displacement is developed and the manufacturing 









Chapter 2 DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE 




This chapter presents the design considerations for fractional slot multi-phase modular PM 
machines with single-layer concentrated windings. The winding factors for various slot/pole 
number combinations are calculated to identify the optimal slot/pole number combinations for 
different phase numbers. In addition, the electromagnetic performance influenced by FGs, such 
as air-gap flux density (both armature field and also flux density due to PMs), back-EMF, 
cogging torque, on-load torque and torque ripple, etc., are comprehensively investigated by 
using a non-linear 2D FE method. Several general rules with respect to the influence of FGs 
on multi-phase modular PM machines performance are established. The prototypes of modular 
PM machines are built and the FE results are validated by experiments. 





PM machines have been increasingly applied to various applications such as electric and 
hybrid vehicles, aerospace actuation and renewable energy, e.g. wind power generators, due to 
their inherent advantages, including high torque density and efficiency [48]-[49]. However, for 
some safety-critical applications such as offshore wind power, the PM machines are not only 
required to have excellent performance (high torque and efficiency) but also good fault-tolerant 
capability. To achieve such capability, the single-layer concentrated winding layouts [50] are 
often employed, which can reduce the short-circuit current and limit the fault propagation 
between phases. In addition, multi-phase (>3) machines can also be employed, which provide 
extra freedom when dealing with the faults such as armature phase open-circuit or short-circuit 
[51].  
There are many inherent advantages offered by multi-phase machines, e.g. the improvement 
on reliability, the reduction in the phase current without the increase in phase voltage, and the 
mitigation of the torque ripple, etc. [51]-[52]. The influence of phase number on the winding 
factors are comprehensively investigated in [53], which also provides guidelines for selecting 
the optimal slot/pole number combinations for multi-phase PM machines. Five-phase [54]-
[58], six-phase [59]-[61] and dual three-phase [62]-[63] machines (similar to six-phase 
machines) are the most widely studied multi-phase machines in the existing literature. In [63], 
a novel dual three-phase, 78-slot/12-pole PM synchronous motor with asymmetric stator 
winding is proposed (phase shift angle between the phases A1 and B1 is 120.3 Elec. Deg. rather 
than 120 Elec. Deg. in conventional symmetrical machines) in order to achieve the better 
performance. It is shown that the proposed dual 3-phase (multi-phase) PM machine offers 
extremely low cogging torque and torque ripple and also very low back-EMF total harmonic 
distortion. Furthermore, the torque density can be slightly improved compared with that of the 
dual 3-phase, 72-slot/12-pole PM machines with symmetrical windings.  
Alternatively, the modular topologies with single-layer concentrated windings, such as those 
shown in Fig. 2.1, can also be employed to improve the fault-tolerant capability. Due to the 
fact that the segments are separated physically and magnetically in modular machines, the 
faults would not propagate from one segment to another. This can reduce the short-circuit 
current and weaken the fault interaction between phases. Hence, the modular machines are 







Fig. 2.1 Cross sections of modular and non-modular PM machines with open-circuit flux 
distributions. (a). 3-phase 12-slot/10-pole [37]. (b) 4-phase 16-slot/12-pole. (c) 5-phase 20-
slot/18-pole. 
Nevertheless, the existing literature are only focused on 3-phase modular PM machines and 
very few if not at all studies of the multi-phase modular PM machines have been carried out. 
Therefore, to fill in this gap, the multi-phase modular PM machines having different slot/pole 
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number combinations and single-layer concentrated windings will be investigated, with a 
particular focus on the electromagnetic performance such as air-gap flux density, torque 
characteristics, etc. Consequently, some general rules which can cover the influence of FGs on 
the multi-phase modular PM machines will be established and can be used as design guideline 




2.2 WINDING ARRANGEMENT OF THE MULTI-PHASE 
MODULAR PM MACHINES 
In this section, the optimal slot/pole number combinations for each modular PM machine 
with different phase number will be identified first so as to achieve the highest winding factor 
which is calculated based on its non-modular counterpart. Then, the influence of FGs on the 
winding factors of multi-phase modular PM machines having different slot/pole number 
combinations will be investigated. 
2.2.1 WINDING FACTORS OF NON-MODULAR PM MACHINES 
For classic non-modular and equal tooth width PM machines, without considering the higher 
order harmonics, the distribution factor (𝑘𝑑), the pitch factor (𝑘𝑝), and hence the winding factor 


















𝑘𝑤 = 𝑘𝑑 × 𝑘𝑝 (2.3) 
where 𝑞 is the number of coil per phase, 𝜎 is the angular phase angle between adjacent EMF 
vectors of one phase (in Elec. Deg.), 𝜏𝑝 = 2𝜋 (2𝑝)⁄  is the pole pitch and the slot pitch is 𝜏𝑠 =
2𝜋 𝑁𝑠⁄ . Additionally, 𝑁𝑠 is the slot number while 𝑝 is the rotor pole pair number. As it is well 
established that 𝑘𝑝  depends on the slot/pole number combination rather than on the phase 
number. Therefore, the calculation of winding factor is focused on the calculations of 
distribution factors for the fractional slot PM machines with different phase numbers. 
Since the multi-phase PM machines studied here have single-layer concentrated windings, 
the theory developed in [64] for a double-layer concentrated winding structure is no longer 
applicable, therefore certain modifications have to be taken into account. The improved method 
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360
𝑚      
 (2.7) 
where 𝑚 is the phase number, 𝑡 is the greatest common divisor (GCD) between the slot number 
divided by 2 (single layer winding) and the pole pair number. This means that the machine is 
composed by 𝑡 elementary machines with a slot number of 
𝑁𝑠
2𝑡




is the number of slot vectors which form one phase of the elementary machine while 𝜎𝑝ℎ is the 
electrical angle between two adjacent back-EMF vectors. 
By using the above method, the winding factors for fractional slot single-layer concentrated 
winding non-modular machines with different phase numbers have been calculated, and hence, 
the optimal slot/pole number combinations for each phase number can be determined 
accordingly. The results are shown in Table 2.1, in which only the results for each phase 
number with its relevant minimum achievable slot number have been given. It is worth noting 
that the bold figures in Table 2.1 are the optimal winding factors for various slot/pole number 
combinations and phase numbers. 
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TABLE 2.1 WINDING FACTORS OF THE SINGLE LAYER CONCENTRATED WINDING N-PHASE 
MACHINES WITH NON-MODULAR STATORS 
 1-phase 2-phase 3-phase 4-phase 5-phase 6-phase 
2p\Ns 4 8 12 16 20 24 
2 0.707 0.271 0.259 0.180 0.156 0.126 
4 1 0.707 0.500 0.383 0.309 0.259 
6 0.707 0.653 - 0.513 0.454 - 
8 0 - 0.866 - 0.5878 - 
10 -0.707 0.653 0.966 0.768 - 0.588 
12 -1 0.707 - 0.924 0.809 - 
14 -0.707 0.271 0.966 0.906 0.891 0.766 
16 0 - 0.866 - 0.951 - 
18 0.707 -0.271 - 0.906 0.988 - 
20 1 -0.707 0.500 0.924 - 0.966 
22 0.707 -0.653 0.259 0.768 0.988 0.958 
24 0 - - - 0.951 - 
26 -0.707 -0.653 -0.259 0.513 0.891 0.958 
28 -1 -0.707 -0.500 0.383 0.809 0.966 
Based on the previous results, it can be concluded that in order to achieve the maximum 
winding factors for fractional slot modular PM machines with different phase numbers and 
different slot/pole number combinations, the following rules should be satisfied: 
𝑁𝑠 = 2𝑝             𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑚 = 1 (2.8) 
𝑁𝑠 = 2𝑝 ± 4𝑑         𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 (2.9) 
𝑁𝑠 = 2𝑝 ± 2𝑑        𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑 (2.10) 
where 𝑑 is an integer and equals to 𝑁𝑠/(4𝑚). By way of example, for 3-phase machines with 
12-slot, the pole numbers enabling the machines to have their maximum winding factor are 10-
pole and 14-pole; for 4-phase machines with 16-slot, the pole numbers are 12-pole and 20-
pole; for 5-phase machines with 20-slot, the pole numbers are 18-pole and 22-pole. Therefore, 
the slot/pole number combinations mentioned above are chosen for modular PM machines with 




2.2.2 WINDING FACTORS OF MODULAR PM MACHINES 
The winding factors for modular machines can be calculated using similar methods as those 
for classic non-modular machines. However, when the FGs are inserted into the alternate stator 
teeth, the coil pitch and hence the fundamental 𝑘𝑝 need to be modified with the variation of the 
FG widths (𝛽𝐹𝐺). According to [37], the pitch factor accounting for the influence of FGs can 











where Ri is the stator inner radius and again, 𝜏𝑠 and 𝜏𝑝 are the coil pitch and the pole pitch, 
respectively. The FGs will reduce the coil pitch but they do not influence the pole pitch. 
Therefore, they will increase the pitch factor for machines with 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝 such as the 12-slot/14-
pole 3-phase machine, while reducing it for machines with 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝 such as the 12-slot/10-







Fig. 2.2 Winding factors versus FG width of 3-phase, 4-phase and 5-phase modular PM 
machines with different slot/pole number combinations. (a) 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝. (b) 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝. 
Since the distribution factors are unchanged due to the fixed back-EMF and slot vectors 
distributions for a given slot/pole number combination, the resultant winding factors of 
modular PM machines with different phase numbers are only affected by the pitch factors, as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. 
It is evident from Fig. 2.2 that for multi-phase modular PM machines having  𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝, the 
winding factors decrease with the increase in FG width. Whereas, when multi-phase modular 
PM machines having 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, their winding factors increase with the increasing FG width 
until they reach the unity and subsequently decrease. The winding factor largely determines 
the electromagnetic performance. Therefore, the influence of FGs will also be reflected on the 




2.3 DESIGN OF MODULAR PM MACHINES 
The cross sections of modular PM machines with different phase numbers are depicted in 
Fig. 2.1. The rotors for all machines have surface-mounted, full arc PMs although other rotor 
topologies can be employed such as interior or inset PMs. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning 
that the total active tooth body width for the stator teeth with or without FGs is unchanged for 
different FG widths, as shown in Fig. 2.1. This is to avoid heavy local magnetic saturation 
occurring in the tooth bodies when large FGs are employed, and hence, the influence of 
magnetic saturation effect due to FGs will be limited to the minimum. Some of the general 
design parameters are exactly the same for modular PM machines having different slot/pole 
number combinations and phase numbers, as shown in Table 2.2. 
It is worth noting that the general design parameters showed in Table 2.2 and the 3-phase 
PM machines design parameters showed in Table 2.3 are contributed by other researchers. 
While for the other optimized design parameters for the 4-phase and 5-phase PM machines 
showed in Table 2.3 are contributed by the author of this thesis. 
TABLE 2.2 GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE MODULAR PM MACHINES 
Phase voltage (V) 36 Stack length (mm) 50 
Rated torque (Nm) 5.5 Air-gap length (mm) 1 
Rated speed (rpm) 400 Magnet thickness (mm) 3 
Stator outer radius (mm) 50 Magnet remanence (T) 1.2 
Filling factor 𝑘𝑏 0.37 Number of turns per phase 132 
Rated RMS current (A) 7.35 PM material N35H 
TABLE 2.3 OPTIMIZED DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE MODULAR PM MACHINES 
Modular PM machines 𝜆𝑠 𝑤𝑡𝑏 (mm) ℎ𝑠𝑦 (mm) 𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 (A) 
3-phase 0.57 7.1 3.7 7.35 
4-phase 0.61 5.9 2.7 4.83 
5-phase 0.64 4.7 1.9 3.41 
Some other design parameters are optimized individually in a certain sequence by the 
assumed constant copper losses, e.g. split-ratio 𝜆𝑠 (ratio of stator inner diameter to stator outer 
diameter) → tooth body width 𝑤𝑡𝑏 → stator yoke thickness ℎ𝑠𝑦 . In order to determine the 
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maintained copper losses of 4-phase and 5-phase PM machines as the reference for the 
optimization, the current density of the designed 3-phase PM machines is calculated in the first 
place. Then, the initial supply currents, so to the copper losses of the 4-phase and 5-phase PM 
machines before optimization can be determined by applying the same current density of the 
3-phase PM machine. As a result, based on the determined copper losses, the selected design 
parameters for the 4-phase and 5-phaes PM machines showed in Table 2.3 can be optimized. 
It is worth mentioning that the stator outer diameter and active length of the 3, 4 and 5-phase 
modular PM machines are always the same during the optimization process. Moreover, the 6-
phase modular machine is not shown here mainly because its performance is very much similar 
to that of a 3-phase one.  
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2.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE OF MODULAR 
PM MACHINES 
2.4.1 AIR-GAP FLUX DENSITY DUE TO THE ARMATURE 
Although the fractional slot single-layer concentrated winding has advantages as mentioned 
above, the inherent drawbacks of such a winding layout cannot be overlooked. By way of 
example, the rich sub-harmonics in the air-gap flux density due to armature windings will result 
in many undesirable effects on the performance of PM machines, such as increasing PM eddy 
current loss and core losses, heavy local saturation, acoustic noise and vibrations, etc. 
Fortunately, the modular structure can help to effectively mitigate those air-gap flux density 









Fig. 2.3 The waveforms of the air-gap flux dnsity due to the armature windings of the modular 
SPM machines. (a) 3-phase PM machines. (b) 4-phase PM machines. (c) 5-phase PM machines. 
The waveforms and their spectra of the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings 
for modular PM machines having different slot/pole number combinations and different phase 
numbers have been calculated by the 2D FE software (Opera 2D). The results of the 3-phase, 
4-phase and 5-phase machines are shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. It has been established that 
the working (or fundamental) harmonics are 5th or 7th order harmonics depending on the 
slot/pole number combination for the 3-phase, 6th or 10th for the 4-phase, and 9th or 11th for the 
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5-phase machines.  
The rotating direction of each order harmonic of the air-gap flux density due to armature 
can be determined by employing the analytical expression. By way of example, for the 3-phase 
PM machines, the 1st, 7th, 13th, etc. order harmonics rotate in forward direction. While for the 
5th, 11th, etc. order harmonics rotate in backward direction. The rotating directions of the 
harmonics for 4-phase and 5-phase PM machines can be determined by similar method as for 
the 3-phase PM machines. 
As shown in Fig. 2.4, when the FG width changes, the variations of the working harmonics, 
which produce the electromagnetic torque, are similar to those of the winding factors. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the working harmonics of the air-gap flux density due to the armature 









Fig. 2.4 Spectra of the air-gap flux density due to armature windings of modular SPM 





Fig. 2.5 The cross-sections of modular PM machine and non-modular PM machine with UNET. 
However, for the 3-phase and 5-phase modular PM machines, the sub-harmonics are mainly 
contributed by the 1st order harmonic, while for the 4-phase modular PM machines the 2nd order 
harmonic is the main sub-harmonic. It is evident that for all modular machines, regardless of 
the slot/pole number combination and phase number, the main sub-harmonics are significantly 
reduced when the FGs are introduced into the alternate stator teeth. In order to understand the 
influence of FGs on the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings of modular PM 
machines, it is necessary to separate the influence of FGs from that of the slot-openings. This 
is because for modular PM machines, the primary two factors that influence the armature air-
gap flux density are the slot-openings and FGs, as can be described by (2.13). Here, the 
corresponding non-modular PM machines with UNET widths are introduced, as shown in Fig. 
2.5, which can be obtained by simply replacing the FGs (air) with the same iron material used 
for stator and rotor iron cores. This gives an air-gap flux density component due to slot-
openings only (𝐵𝑈𝑁𝐸𝑇). As a result, the air-gap flux density due to FGs only can be obtained 
by using the resultant air-gap flux density subtracting the 𝐵𝑈𝑁𝐸𝑇. This is possible because, to 
calculate the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings, the PMs are removed and the 
magnetic saturation can be neglected due to the large effective air-gap length of the SPM 
machine.  







Fig. 2.6 Influence of FGs on the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings of the 3-
phase modular PM machines. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. 
Fig. 2.6 depicts the air-gap flux density components (due to slot-openings, FGs) of non-
modular and modular PM machines. For the latter, a 3-phase machine with 12-slot/10-pole and 
FG=2mm is shown as an example. It is evident that the FGs significantly reduce the sub-
harmonics while increasing the working harmonics when the slot/pole number combination is 
properly selected. This is because the sub-harmonic component caused by the FGs is always 
negative while for certain working harmonics, e.g. the 7th order, the component due to the FGs 
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can be positive. 
In order to further investigate the influence of FGs on the main air-gap flux density sub-
harmonics, the flux distribution due to armature currents for the 3-phase, 4-phase and 5-phase 
non-modular and modular PM machines are shown in Fig. 2.7. It is worth noting that the main 
sub-harmonic of the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings of the 5-phase machines 
is similar to that of the 3-phase machines. As expected, the main sub-harmonic of the air-gap 
flux density due to the armature windings for the 3-phase machine is 2 poles, while for the 4-
phase machines it is 4 poles regardless of whether the machines are modular or not. However, 
when the modular structure is employed as shown in Fig. 2.7 (b) and (d), the FGs in the stator 
teeth add extra equivalent air-gap length to the flux path of the main armature air-gap flux 












Fig. 2.7 Flux distribution due to armature winding only. (a)-(b) 3-phase PM machine. (c)-(d) 
4-phase PM machine. (e)-(f) 5-phase PM machine.  
2.4.2 AIR-GAP FLUX DENSITY DUE TO THE PMS 
In this section, the study on the air-gap flux density due to PMs, which is also known as the 
open-circuit air-gap flux density will be carried out. From Fig. 2.8 to Fig. 2.10, the waveforms 
and their spectra of the multi-phase modular PM machines with different FG widths and also 
different slot/pole number combinations are depicted. It is found that the working harmonics 
for all the 3-phase, 4-phase, and 5-phase modular PM machines increase in the first place and 
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then decrease with the increase in the FG widths. This is mainly due to the change of the slot-
opening widths interacting with the air-gap flux density due to the PMs and also the iron parts 









Fig. 2.8 Waveforms and spectra of the open-circuit air-gap flux density of the 3-phase modular 
PM machines. (a) Waveforms of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines. (b) Waveforms of 









Fig. 2.9 Waveforms and spectra of the open-circuit air-gap flux density of the 4-phase modualr 
PM machines. (a) Waveforms the 16-slot/12-pole modular PM machines. (b) Waveforms the 












Fig. 2.10 Waveforms and spectra of the open-circuit air-gap flux density of the 5-phase 
modualr PM machines. (a) Waveforms the 20-slot/18-pole modular PM machines. (b) 
Waveforms the 20-slot/22-pole modular PM machines. (c) Spectra. 
2.4.3 PHASE BACK-EMF 
The phase back-EMF waveforms and their spectra for modular PM machines with different 
phase numbers and FG widths are shown in Fig. 2.11. Only the results of the phase A are 
presented. It is found that for multi-phase modular PM machines having 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝 , the 
fundamental phase back-EMFs always decrease with the increase in FG width. When 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, 
the fundamental phase back-EMFs can be improved by appropriately selecting the FG widths. 
Such features are similar to the performance of the air-gap flux density due to the armature 































Fig. 2.11 Back-EMF waveforms and spectra. (a)-(c) 3-phase PM machines. (d)-(f) 4-phase PM 
machines. (g)-(i) 5-phase PM machines. 
2.4.4 COGGING TORQUE 
It has been established in [65] that, the periodicity and the amplitude of cogging torque for 
non-modular PM machines mainly depend on the value of 𝑁𝑐 , which is the least common 
multiple (LCM) between the 𝑁𝑠 and the 2𝑝. The higher the Nc is, the lower the cogging torque 
will be. However, when the modular structure is employed, the value of 𝑁𝑐 becomes 𝑁𝑐𝑚 due 
to the change in stator core symmetry. 𝑁𝑐𝑚 can be obtained by calculating the LCM between 
2𝑝 and the number of FGs [66]. This will be investigated in more detail in the Chapter. 
By way of example, the optimal slot/pole number combinations to achieve the highest 
winding factor for the 4-phase modular PM machines are 16-slot/12-pole and 16-slot/20-pole 
and the number of FGs is 8. Hence, the values of 𝑁𝑐𝑚 are 48 and 40, respectively. However, 
for the 5-phase modular PM machines, the optimal slot/pole number combinations are 20-
slot/18-pole and 20-slot/22-pole and the FG number is 10, leading to 𝑁𝑐𝑚  of 90 and 110, 
respectively. As a result, the peak-to-peak cogging torques of the 4-phase modular PM 
machines are always higher than those of the 5-phase modular PM machines, as shown in Fig. 
2.12. Moreover, for different multi-phase machines, if the slot/pole number combination and 
FG width are properly selected, the peak-to-peak cogging torque can be significantly reduced. 







Fig. 2.12 Peak-to-peak cogging torque of modular PM machines with different phase numbers. 
(a) 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝. (b) 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝.  
2.4.5 ON-LOAD TORQUE AND TORQUE RIPPLE 
The results of average torque and torque ripple of modular PM machines with different 
phase numbers and supplied with sinewave currents (the phase RMS currents are given in Table 
2.3) are shown in Fig. 2.13. It can be found that the average torques of the modular PM 
machines having 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝, decrease with the increasing FG width regardless of the phase 
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number. However, for the modular PM machines having 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, the average torques can be 
maximized by selecting appropriate FG widths. This is mainly due to the impacts of FGs on 
the working harmonics of the air-gap flux density due to the armature windings and the 











Fig. 2.13 Average torque and torque ripple versus FG width of modular PM machines with 
different phase numbers. (a)-(b) 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝. (c)-(d) 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝.  
The torque ripples (peak-to-peak torques) follow a similar trend as the peak-to-peak cogging 
torque. This is mainly due to the fact that higher order harmonics, particularly the 5th and 7th, 
are quite low in the phase back-EMFs of the modular machines and hence the torque ripples 




2.5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
In order to validate the predictions carried out previously, the existing 3-phase 12-slot/10-
pole and 12-slot/14-pole prototype modular PM machines without tooth tips have been 
employed, as investigated in [37]. The design parameters are given in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 









Fig. 2.14 Predicted and measured phase A back-EMFs. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
(c) Spectra of the phase A back-EMFs . 
The phase back-EMFs of the prototypes are measured and compared with the corresponding 
predicted results, as shown in Fig. 2.14. A good match can be obtained between the predicted 
and measured results. 
2.5.2 STATIC TORQUE 
The static torque against the rotor position can be measured by employing the method 
presented in [67] and the test rig is shown in Fig. 2.15 (a). The supply currents to phases A 
(𝐼𝐴), B (𝐼𝐵) and C (𝐼𝐶) are set as 𝐼𝐴 = −2 × 𝐼𝐵 = −2 × 𝐼𝐶 = 𝐼, where 𝐼 is a DC and can be 
changed to represent different load conditions. It is evident from Fig. 2.15 (b) that the predicted 







Fig. 2.15 Static torque measurement (I=5A). (a) The prototype machines and the test rig. (b) 





The multi-phase modular PM machines with single-layer concentrated windings were 
investigated in this chapter. The optimal slot/pole number combinations for modular PM 
machines with different phase numbers were identified. The electromagnetic performance such 
as winding factors, air-gap flux density due to armature windings or PMs, back-EMF, cogging 
torque, average torque and torque ripple have been investigated, it demonstrated that: 
• The main sub-harmonics of air-gap flux density due to the armature are significantly 
reduced by employing the modular topologies for multi-phase PM machines. This can 
largely mitigate the negative effects on the electromagnetic performance due to such 
sub-harmonics. 
• For multi-phase modular PM machines having 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝, the FGs have negative effects 
on the electromagnetic performance such as decreasing the winding factors, the 
working harmonics of the air-gap flux density and also the average torques, etc.  
• For the multi-phase modular PM machines having 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, if the FG width is properly 
selected, the FGs can improve the electromagnetic performance, such as increasing 
average torques and reducing the torque ripples. 
The predictions obtained by 2D FE have been validated by the experiments. The general 
rules established in this chapter summarize the influence of FGs on the electromagnetic 
performance of multi-phase modular PM machines. Although only 3, 4 and 5-phase cases are 
discussed, the conclusions achieved in this chapter can be extended to modular PM machines 
with all other phase numbers and can be used as design guidelines for multi-phase modular PM 
machines in practical applications. Furthermore, although only small size machines have been 
investigated for the experimental validation purpose, the established general rules can also be 
extended to the design and analysis of large PM machines, e.g. offshore wind generators. 
In the following chapter, a cogging torque mitigation method by the slot-opening shift for 










Chapter 3 COGGING TORQUE AND TORQUE RIPPLE 




This chapter proposes a novel cogging torque mitigation method for modular PM machines 
with FGs in alternate stator teeth. The slot-openings of the modular PM machines are divided 
into two groups in a special way. By shifting the slot-openings of those two groups in opposite 
directions with the same angle, the cogging torque can be significantly reduced. Analytical 
formula of the desired shift angle is derived, and can be applicable to other modular machines 
with different slot/pole number combinations. Meanwhile, the influence of the proposed 
method on the phase back-EMF and on-load torque are investigated. It is found that the three 
phase back-EMF waveforms remain balanced for all slot/pole number combinations after slot-
opening shifting. Experiments based on existing prototypes are carried out to validate the FE 
modelling. 





Cogging torque is the consequence of interaction between the PM MMF harmonics and the 
air-gap permeance harmonics resulted from slot-openings [68]-[69]. Due to the fact that the 
cogging torque causes torque ripple and hence vibrations and acoustic noise[69], the reduction 
of cogging torque is of significant importance for designing PM machines. Various methods to 
reduce the cogging torque have been proposed in recent years. For instance, employing the 
auxiliary slots [68], [70], [71]-[76], shaping the rotor magnets or stator teeth [77]-[80]. Another 
effective method for reducing cogging torque is skewing [68], [70], [81]-[83]. Moreover, by 
appropriately selecting slot/pole number combination [68], [84] or the optimized ratio of pole 
arc to pole-pitch [70], [85], the cogging torque can be effectively mitigated as well. In addition, 
the distribution of PMs on the rotor [76] of the PM machines can also affect the cogging torque 
significantly. 
However, the existing methods of mitigating cogging torque still have some drawbacks. 
Taking the method of skewing as an example, skewing the magnets helps to reduce the cogging 
torque, along with the reduction in the fundamental of phase back-EMF and hence average 
torque. Furthermore, it is more difficult to wind the machines after skewing the stator since the 
effective slot-opening width is decreased slightly [65]. In terms of manufacturing, skewed 
stator or rotor will be more complex to build, which also increases the cost of production. 
Another effective method of minimizing cogging torque such as shifting slot-openings or 
PMs is proposed for classic SPM machines [70], [86]-[88]. The slot-openings are divided into 
several groups and each group is shifted by a proper angle so the cogging torque produced by 
different slot-openings can cancel each other. As a result, the resultant cogging torque can be 
mitigated. The most significant advantage of using this method is that the symmetry of the 
three-phase back-EMF remains the same and no extra harmonics are introduced to the back-
EMF. 
However, the available methods are for conventional machines, so far no cogging torque 
mitigation method has been proposed for the modular PM machines. Due to the additional air-
gaps introduced by modular topologies, the cogging torque could be significantly increased. In 
[24], the influence of additional air-gaps between the stator teeth and stator back iron on 
cogging torque has been analysed. When the additional stator air-gaps are uniform, only the 
magnitude of cogging torque is increased but the non-uniform additional stator air-gaps sharply 
increase both the amplitude and the periodicity of cogging torque. However, although the 
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modular stator affects the performance of the PM machines, the superiorities of using modular 
topologies cannot be neglected, i.e. using modular stator can significantly ease the manufacture 
process, especially the stator winding, particularly for large machines such as wind power 
generators, for which the modular/segmented stators are necessary.  
 
Fig. 3.1 The cross-section of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines [33]-[38]. 
TABLE 3.1 MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE MODULAR PM MACHINES  
Phase voltage (V) 36 Tooth body width (mm) 7.1 
Rated torque (Nm) 5.5 Slot-opening (mm) 2 
Rated current (𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑆) 7.35 Stack length (mm) 50 
Rated speed (rpm) 400 Air-gap length (mm) 1 
Slot number 12 Rotor outer radius (mm) 27.5 
Pole number 10/14 Magnet thickness (mm) 3 
Stator outer radius (mm) 50 Magnet remanence (T) 1.2 
Stator inner radius (mm) 28.5 Number of turns per phase 132 
Stator yoke height (mm) 3.7 Filling factor 𝑘𝑏 0.37 
Nevertheless, the previous works were focused on studying the influence of various modular 
topologies on the electromagnetic performances such as cogging torque, phase back-EMF, on-
load torque, iron losses, etc., no method of reducing the cogging torque has been proposed. As 
discussed above, cogging torque is a main design parameter which cannot be overlooked and 
it is also true for modular PM machines. Therefore, to fill this gap and to further improve the 
performance of modular PM machine, a novel method of mitigating the cogging torque is 
proposed in this chapter. It is worth mentioning that different from other mitigation methods, 
the proposed method uses the cogging torque produced by slot-openings to compensate that 
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3.2 COGGING TORQUE PREDICTION OF MODULAR PM 
MACHINES 
3.2.1 EFFECTS OF FGS ON COGGING TORQUE 
The previous cogging torque mitigation methods are feasible because of the assumption that 
resultant cogging torque can be synthesized from the cogging torque produced by each 
individual slot-opening [65]. So by shifting slots in specific ways, the cogging torque produced 
by different slot-openings can be cancelled out. According to [68], without accounting for 
magnetic saturations, the cogging torque for classic non-modular PM machines can be 
expressed by (3.1), which is the sum of the cogging torques produced by all slot-openings. 




where 𝑁𝑐  is the least common multiple (LCM) of 2𝑝 and 𝑁𝑠 , and equals to the number of 
periods of cogging torque over one mechanical revolution.  𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑛 is the amplitude of its 𝑁𝑐𝑛
𝑡ℎ 
harmonic. 𝜃 is the mechanical angle between the stator and rotor. 
However, with regard to the modular PM machines, the stator symmetry has been changed 
since the stator is segmented into several identical sections by the FGs. Taking 12-slot/10-pole 
PM machine as an example, without stator segmentation, the stator periodicity repeats 12 times 
over the entire circumference (360 Mech. Deg.). Whereas using stator segmentation, the stator 
is divided into 6 identical segments (see Fig. 3.1), hence, the stator periodicity repeats 6 times 
instead of 12 times. Therefore, the value of 𝑁𝑐 becomes 30 instead of 60. For this reason, the 
cogging torque equation of modular PM machine needs to be rewritten by: 




where 𝑁𝑐𝑚 is the LCM of the FG number (𝑁𝐹𝐺) and 2𝑝. Similar to non-modular PM machine, 
the frequency of cogging torque depends on the value of 𝑁𝑐𝑚 . However, the amplitude is 
determined by the widths of both the slot-openings and FGs and also their interactions. 
According to [68], the larger the 𝑁𝑐𝑚, the higher the frequency of cogging torque and the lower 
the amplitudes of resultant cogging torque. Therefore, the method of choosing an appropriate 
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combination of pole and FG numbers is still applicable to mitigate the resultant cogging torque 
for modular PM machines regardless of the FG width. By way of example, for the 18-slot/16-
pole modular PM machine, it has 9 FGs, and the value of 𝑁𝑐𝑚 is 144. As a result, its peak 
resultant cogging torque is nearly zero, so this kind of modular machines will not be 
investigated further in this chapter.  
3.2.2 SYNTHESIS OF COGGING TORQUE FOR MODULAR PM 
MACHINES 
For modular PM machines, since the FGs almost eliminate the circumferential flux path 
(main and leakage fluxes) in the stator iron core, the entire flux distribution inside the stator 
has been modified, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. This means that, due to FGs, the cogging 
torque produced by one single slot-opening will be influenced by the presence of adjacent slot-
openings and FGs.  
Therefore, different from classic non-modular SPM machines, the resultant cogging torque 
of modular machine cannot be simply written as a sum of cogging torques due to slot-openings 
and FGs. It should be the resultant cogging torque generated by slot-openings (𝐶𝑆𝑂), FGs (𝐶𝐹𝐺) 
and the cogging torque due to slot-openings accounting for the FGs influence (𝐶𝑒), as shown 
in (3.3). 
𝐶𝑆𝑂 + 𝐶𝐹𝐺 + 𝐶𝑒 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (3.3) 
This chapter introduces a special way to synthesis the resultant cogging torque waveform of 
modular PM machines from the cogging torque waveforms generated by both slot-openings 
and FGs. To do so, the stator core has been split into two sub-structures, as shown in Fig. 3.4. 






Fig. 3.2 The flux lines distribution under the open-circuit condition of the 12-slot/10-pole 
conventional and modualr PM machines. (a) Conventional. (b) Modular (FG=2mm). 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.3 The flux lines distribution under the open-circuit codition of the 12-slot/14-pole 






Fig. 3.4 The two-substructures of stator core for cogging torque synthesis. The rotor is exactly 
the same for 2 groups. (a) Group I. (b) Group II. 
To reassemble groups I and II into one entire stator core so that the resultant cogging torque 
can be calculated, the equation (3.3) should be rewritten by: 
(𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼 − 𝐶𝐹𝐺 ) + (𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼 − 𝐶𝐹𝐺 ) + 𝐶𝐹𝐺 =𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  (3.4) 
where 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼 − 𝐶𝐹𝐺 represents the cogging torque of slot-openings under the influence of FGs 
in group I, and is named as 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ for simplicity. Similarly, for group II, 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼 − 𝐶𝐹𝐺 =
𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′. Therefore, (3.4) can be rewritten by: 
𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ + 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′ + 𝐶𝐹𝐺 =𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  (3.5) 
Fig. 3.5 proves the feasibility and accuracy of using (3.4) to predict the resultant cogging 
torque waveform of modular PM machines. It is worth noting that the cogging torque 
waveforms of 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼, 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼, and 𝐶𝐹𝐺  in (3.4) are obtained from the FE simulation. The 
waveform named “Synthesized” in the Fig. 3.5 is synthesized by using (3.4), while the 
waveform named “2D-FEA” is the resultant cogging torque waveform directly from the entire 







Fig. 3.5 Comparison of synthesized and direct FE calculated cogging torque waveforms. The 
FG width is 2 mm for both machines. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
There is no doubt that the quantification of the influence of the FGs on cogging torque using 
exact analytical expression is very difficult. However, applying (3.4) to predict the resultant 
cogging torque of modular PM machine can take into account the effect of 𝐶𝑒 without the need 
to calculate its exact expression. This arrangement makes the proposed cogging torque 




3.3 COGGING TORQUE MITIGATION 
As mentioned previously, the cogging torque of modular machines is produced by both the 
slot-openings and the FGs. Therefore, only compensating the cogging torque due to the slot-
openings will not be sufficient to mitigate the resultant cogging torque. The cogging torque due 
to FGs is often more dominant and needs to be mitigated. To do so, the slot-openings of the 
Group I and Group II are shifted in opposite directions with the same shift angle (𝛾). Whereas, 
the positions of the FGs are fixed so to maintain the two tooth body widths on two sides of FGs 
unchanged, as shown in Fig. 3.6. It is worth mentioning that during the shifting process, the 
slot-opening widths are unchanged. By employing this compensation strategy, effective 
mitigation of the resultant cogging torque can be achieved if an appropriate shift angle is 
chosen. 
 
Fig. 3.6 Stator core with slot-openings shifted. Slot-opening of Group II shifted left by γ Mech. 
Deg., while slot-opening of Group I shifted right by γ Mech. Deg. 
Other slot-opening shift methods (e.g. all the slot-openings are shifted in the same direction, 
and with the same angle, etc.) have also been studied. It is found that these methods cannot 
help to reduce the cogging torque, some might even increase it and hence, the calculation 
results will not be shown in this chapter.  
3.3.1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS BY FE 
For conventional PM machines, when shifting the slot-openings, the cogging torque 
components can be shifted in phase accordingly without changing the amplitude. This is still 
applicable for modular PM machines although the FGs have influence on cogging torque 




Fig. 3.7 Relevant cogging torque waveforms before and after shifting slot-openings of Group 
I. β is slot-opening shift angle in Elec. Deg. and δ is an electrical shift angle which can be any 
value. 
Based on (3.1), the cogging torque expressions of 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ and 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′ are given as: 





























𝐼  and 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝




 order harmonics of 
𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ and 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′ before the slot-opening shift. Through applying the cogging torque data 
computed by FE to the Fourier analysis program, the values of 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼  and 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼𝐼  can be 








 are the 
electrical phase angles of 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ and 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′, respectively and can be acquired by Fourier 







Fig. 3.8 Cogging torque waveforms of GroupI′ and GroupII′. The FG width is FG = 2 mm for 
both machines. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
It is worth mentioning that the slot-openings of the two groups have the same dimension. 
Moreover, the effect of FGs on cogging torque produced by the slot-openings in each group is 
nearly the same as well due to the symmetrical distribution of FGs in the stator. As a result, the 
values of 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼  and 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼𝐼  can be regarded as identical. Hence, (3.7) can be rewritten by: 
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Fig. 3.8 depicts the cogging torque waveforms of 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ and 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′ before shifting slot-
openings for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines. It can be 







where 𝛼1 is an electrical angle which can be any value depending on the relative position 
between the stator and rotor of Group I’. 
























































































































































+ 2𝑘𝜋, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 (3.14) 
as will be verified in the following sections. 
Since the focus of this chapter is not on analytically predicting the cogging torque of 









 have been calculated by FE directly without giving their exact analytical formula. 









 such as described by (3.14), (3.8) becomes: 













By employing similar expression as for 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ and 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′, the cogging torque due to 
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FGs can be written as:  
𝐶𝐹𝐺 = ∑ 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝





















 is the electrical phase 
angle of 𝐶𝐹𝐺  which can be acquired by Fourier analysis as well. However, by defining the 




 can only be equal to 
0° or 180° Elec. Deg., and hence the analysis can be simplified.  
3.3.2 CALCULATION OF THE DESIRED SHIFTING ANGLE 
When the desired shift angle is defined as 𝛽𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
 Elec. Deg., (3.6) and (3.15) are modified 
as:  





































By replacing 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼′ , 𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼′  and 𝐶𝐹𝐺  in (3.5) using (3.16)-(3.18) respectively, the 






















































































After simplifying (3.20), (3.21) is obtained. 























 equals to 0° Elec. Deg., the value of 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝





 is 180° Elec. Deg., 𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 0, 𝑛 = 1,2,3,⋯ (3.22) 
the resultant cogging torque can then be mitigated. 














= 𝑝 × 𝛾𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝








𝐼  can be replaced by 𝜇 to simplify the analysis. 
It has been found out that in some special cases, the value of 𝜇 could exceed the range of 
arccosine function [-1, 1]. In these cases, the maximum or minimum value of the cosine 
function, i.e. 1 or -1, will be employed to calculate the desired shift angle. It is found when 
applying the desired shift angle calculated based on 𝜇=1 or -1, the method can still be efficient 
to mitigate the resultant cogging torque but the mitigation effect could be unsatisfactory. 
Another similar phenomenon may appear during the application of this method. For some 
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cases, the value of desired shift angle is beyond the maximum available shift range of slot-
openings. In such cases, the solution will be similar, i.e. the boundary value (maximum 
achievable slot shift angle) will be applied. It is found that the targeted harmonic of cogging 




3.4 CASE STUDY 
To validate the proposed method, two typical modular PM machines with different slot/pole 
number combinations as well as different FG widths, i.e. 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole 
modular PM machines with 2mm or 4mm FG width, have been adopted as examples. The main 
parameters of the modular PM machines are listed in Table 3.1.  
3.4.1 12-SLOT/10-POLE MODULAR PM MACHINES  
3.4.1.1 WITH 2MM FG  
a. The First Slot-Opening Shift 
With regard to the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machine, the LCM of 2𝑝 and 𝑁𝐹𝐺  is 30. The 
main coefficients for calculating the desired shift angle are shown in Table 3.2. Two slot shift 
angles are also given to remove the relevant harmonics in the resultant cogging torque. 
TABLE 3.2 DESIRED SHIFT ANGLE AND MAIN COEFFICIENTS (12-SLOT/10-POLE AND FG=2MM) 
 n=1 n=2 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼   (Nm) 0.17 0.06 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















 (Elec.Deg) 0 180 
Desired shift angle (Mech. Deg.) -0.17 1.03 
Original peak cogging torque (Nm) 

















 (6th) order harmonic of the resultant cogging torque. (a) 
Comparison of cogging torque waveforms with or without slot shifting. (b) Spectra. (The 












 (12th) order harmonic of the resultant cogging torque. (a) 
Comparison of cogging torque waveforms with or without slot shifting. (b) Spectra. (The 
machine has 12-slot/10-pole & FG = 2mm.) 




 (6th) order 
harmonic is almost eliminated, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (b). This can prove the efficiency of the 




 (12th) order harmonic is dominant in the resultant cogging torque, the mitigation of 
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 (6th) harmonic is not satisfactory, as 
shown in Fig. 3.9 (a). Where 𝛾6 is the desired mechanical shift angle for reducing the 6
th order 
harmonic cogging torque. 





 (12th) order harmonic? This is mainly due to the fact that when focusing on the 
elimination of the dominant harmonic, the magnitudes of other harmonics are largely out of 
control due to the interaction between the slot-openings and the FGs. Thus, it is difficult to 





(12th) order harmonic can be completely removed. By way of example, if the desired shift angle 




 (12th) order harmonic is completely 
eliminated, as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). Where 𝛾12 is the shift angle for reducing 12
𝑡ℎ  order 




 (6th) order harmonic is increased dramatically. 
As a result, the peak cogging torque after shifting the slot-openings becomes even bigger than 
that of before shifting. In conclusion, the slot-opening shifting method cannot be directly 








 (6th) order 
harmonic first. 
b. The Second Slot-Opening Shift 
In order to reduce the dominant order harmonic (12th), the second shift of slot-openings 
based on the first shift is necessary. However, after the first shift, the symmetry of the modular 
PM machines has been changed. This means that for the second shift of slot-openings, the 
groups need to be re-arranged, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The 6 FGs are numbered from FG1 to 
FG6. Similar grouping method has been proposed in [87]. The re-arranged 2 groups have the 
same shift angle but shift in the opposite directions as well. Similar to the first shift, the 








 (6th) order harmonic 
in cogging torque. 
(𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼
′′ − 𝐶𝐹𝐺135 ) + (𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐼




Fig. 3.12 Comparison of synthesized and direct FE calculated cogging torque waveforms 
before second shift based on (3.24). (12-slot/10-pole & FG=2mm). 
The waveforms of the cogging torque obtained by direct FE and by the synthesis method 
based on (3.24) are compared in Fig. 3.12. An acceptable agreement can be observed with 
minor discrepancy between the amplitudes (the phases of two cogging torques are exactly the 
same), which will not compromise the mitigation effectiveness. 
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The second shift angle is calculated by (3.23) as well. After shifting the slot-openings of 
two groups in opposite directions with the calculated shift angle (1.03 Mech. Deg.), the 
synthesized cogging torque waveform of slot-openings is almost the mirror image of the 
cogging torque waveform due to the FGs, as shown in Fig. 3.13 (a), where 𝛾6 and 𝛾12 represent 
the shift angles for reducing the first two harmonics by employing the second shift based on 









Fig. 3.13 Reduction of the first two order harmonics of the resultant cogging torque. (a) 
Cogging torque waveforms of FGs and slot-openings before and after the slot-opening shift. 
(b) Comparison of resultant cogging torque waveforms. (b) Spectra. (12-slot/10-pole & 
FG=2mm).  
As a result, the resultant peak-to-peak cogging torque is reduced by ∼82% after the second 
shift of slot-openings. However, it is worth mentioning that unless the higher order harmonics 
are dominant, the second shift is not necessary due to its complexity, such as the case for 12-
slot/14-pole in the following section. 
c. Back-EMF and On-Load Toque 
The back-EMF waveforms of modular PM machines with 2mm FG before and after shift 
are shown in Fig. 3.14. Here, only the results for phase A are given, for phases B and C, the 
EMFs of which have the same amplitude but with a phase shift angle of 120 Elec. Deg. It is 
found that the value of the fundamental decreases slightly, so do the other harmonics. However, 
this influence on phase back-EMF remains largely negligible for this case, which is different 
from the stator or rotor skewing method. The tiny decrease in phase back-EMF leads to the 







Fig. 3.14 Phase back-EMFs before and after the slot-opening shift. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra 





Fig. 3.15 The on-load torque waveforms of the modular PM machine before and after the slot-
opening shift (12-slot/10-pole & FG=2mm). 
3.4.1.2 WITH 4MM FG 
a. The First Slot-Opening Shift 
TABLE 3.3 DESIRED SHIFT ANGLE AND MAIN COEFFICIENTS (12-SLOT/10-POLE AND FG=4MM) 
 n=1 n=2 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼   (Nm) 0.18 0.06 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















 (Elec.Deg) 180 180 
Desired shift angle (Mech. Deg.) -3.41 - 
Original peak cogging torque (Nm) 





The main coefficients for calculating the desired shift angle of the 12-slot/10-pole modular 
PM machine with 4mm FG are listed in Table 3.3. For this case, the value of 𝜇 exceeds the 
range of arccosine function [-1, 1], hence, the value of 𝜇 is selected as 1. Therefore, the desired 
shift angle is calculated as -3.41 Mech. Deg.  
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As can be seen from Fig. 3.16, the target cogging torque harmonic still can be mitigated 
efficiently and the resultant peak-to-peak cogging torque is reduced by -65% from 1.04 Nm to 









 (6th) order harmonic of the resultant cogging torque. (a) 
Comparison of cogging torque waveforms with or without slot shifting. (b) Spectra. (The 









Fig. 3.17 Phase back-EMFs before and after the slot-opening shift. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra 
(12-slot/10-pole & FG=4mm at 400 rpm). 
In Fig. 3.17, the back-EMF waveforms and their spectra of modular PM machines with 4mm 
FGs before and after slot-opening shift are depicted. Again, only the results for phase A are 
given. It can be found that the value of the fundamental harmonic of the phase back-EMF 
decreases from 13.37 V to 12.05 V, which results in the decrease in average torque from 5.01 
Nm to 4.48 Nm, as shown in Fig. 3.18. This decrease in phase back-EMF is mainly due to the 
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relatively bigger reduction in winding factor caused by the slot-opening shift. Thus, in practice, 
the compromise between reducing the cogging torque and phase back-EMF needs to be 
considered for this case. Moreover, similar to the previous case studied, there are no extra 
orders of harmonic introduced and the balance of 3-phase back-EMF waveforms is also 
maintained. 
 
Fig. 3.18 The on-load torque waveforms of the modular PM machine before and after the slot-
opening shift (12-slot/10-pole & FG=4mm). 
3.4.1.3 WITH DIFFERENT SLOT-OPENING WIDTHS 
Fig. 3.19 shows the peak cogging torque versus shift angles and FG widths of the 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machine with various slot-opening widths. It can be found that for different 
FG and slot-opening widths, although the slot-opening shift angles are different, the proposed 
method can always be used to reduce the resultant cogging torque effectively. Nevertheless, 
for the case such as slot-opening=1mm and FG=5mm, the cogging torque reduction is limited. 
This is mainly due to the fact the resultant cogging torque of the slot-opening is much smaller 











Fig. 3.19 Peak cogging torque vs FG widths and shift angles of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machine. (a) Slot-opening=1mm. (b) Slot-opening=3mm. (c) Slot-opening=5mm. 
3.4.2 12-SLOT/14-POLE MODULAR PM MACHINES  
3.4.2.1 WITH 2MM FG 
a. The First Slot-Opening Shift 
Another typical slot/pole number combination that has been widely investigated in literature 
is the 12-slot/14-pole. For this machine, the 𝑁𝑐𝑚 is 42. Using previously mentioned methods, 
the main parameters of calculating the desired shift angle have been achieved and listed in 
Table 3.4. 




 (6th) order harmonic 
is the most dominant one. Therefore, only the first shift is necessary to mitigate its resultant 




 (6th) order harmonic is 
applied, the cogging torque waveforms synthesized from slot-openings (under the effect of 
FGs) is almost opposite to that produced by the FGs, as shown in Fig. 3.20 (a). As a result, the 








 order harmonic is reduced slightly at the same time. Consequently, a 85% reduction 
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in the resultant cogging torque has been achieved. 
TABLE 3.4 DESIRED SHIFT ANGLE AND MAIN COEFFICIENTS (12-SLOT/14-POLE AND FG=2MM) 
 n=1 n=2 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼   (Nm) 0.18 0.02 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















 (Elec.Deg) 180 180 
Desired shift angle (Mech. Deg. ) 
Original peak cogging torque (Nm) 
















Fig. 3.20 Reduction of the first two order harmonic of the resultant cogging torque. (a) Cogging 
torque waveforms of FGs and slot-openings before and after shifting. (b) Comparison of 
resultant cogging torque waveforms. (b) Spectra. (12-slot/14-pole & FG=2mm). 
b. Back-EMF and On-Load Torque 
Fig. 3.21 compares the waveforms of back-EMF before and after applying the slot-opening 
shift. Again, only the results of the phase A are given. The shift of slot-openings weakens the 
magnitude of the fundamental back-EMF leading to potential decrease in the average torque 
from 6.33 Nm to 6.06 Nm, as shown in Fig. 3.22. The reason for the decrease in the 
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fundamental harmonic of the phase back-EMF and also the average torque has been 
demonstrated in section 3.4.1.2 b. Similarly, there are no extra harmonics introduced into the 






Fig. 3.21 Phase back-EMFs before and after the slot-opening shift. (a) Waveforms of phase A. 





Fig. 3.22 The on-load torque waveforms of the modular PM machine before and after the slot-
opening shift (12-slot/14-pole & FG=2mm). 
3.4.2.2 WITH 4MM FG 
a. The First Slot-Opening Shift 
TABLE 3.5 DESIRED SHIFT ANGLE AND MAIN COEFFICIENTS (12-SLOT/14-POLE AND FG=4MM) 
 n=1 n=2 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼   (Nm) 0.18 0.02 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















 (Elec.Deg) 180 0 
Desired shift angle (Mech. Deg.) -5.99 - 
Original peak cogging torque (Nm) 





For the case of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machine with 4mm FG, the main 
coefficients for calculating the desired shift angle are shown in Table 3.5. The desired shift 
angle is -5.99 Mech. Deg. and the resultant cogging torque waveforms as well as their spectra 
before and after the slot-opening shift are depicted in Fig. 3.8. As a result, the peak-to-peak 
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 (6th) order harmonic of the resultant cogging torque. (a) 
Comparison of cogging torque waveforms with or without slot shifting. (b) Spectra. (The 
machine has 12-slot/14-pole & FG = 4mm.) 
b. Back-EMF and On-Load Torque 
The back-EMF waveforms before and after the slot-opening shift are compared in Fig. 3.24. 
Again, only the results of the phase A are given. The magnitude of the fundamental back-EMF 
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are weakened due to the slot-opening shift which leading to the reduction in the  average torque 





Fig. 3.24 Phase back-EMFs before and after the slot-opening shift. (a) Waveforms of phase A. 





Fig. 3.25 The on-load torque waveforms of the modular PM machine before and after the slot-
opening shift (12-slot/14-pole & FG=4mm). 
3.4.2.3 WITH DIFFERENT SLOT-OPENING WIDTHS 
Peak cogging torque versus shift angles and FG widths of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machine with various slot-opening widths are shown in Fig. 3.26. Again, as for the 12-slot/10-
pole modular machines, the slot-opening shift method can be applied to effectively reduce the 
resultant cogging torque. Other slot/pole number combinations have also been investigated. 
However, they are not presented to avoid repetition. It can be concluded that the proposed 
method can be applicable for different modular machines with different slot/pole number 
combinations, FG width, slot-opening widths, etc. Although for some specific topologies, the 
reduction by employing the proposed method may not be as significant as expected. This is 
mainly due to the difference between the cogging torque produced by FGs and that could be 











Fig. 3.26 Peak cogging torque versus FG widths and shift angles of 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machine. (a) Slot-opening=1mm. (b) Slot-opening=3mm. (c) Slot-opening=5mm. 
3.4.3 COGGING TORQUE MITIGATION ACCOUNTING FOR 
MAGNETIC SATURATION 
It is well known that the local magnetic saturation has important influence on the cogging 
torque. Therefore, the following section is dedicated to investigate its influence on the proposed 
method. By way of example, the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machine with 2mm FGs has been 
adopted. The main calculation parameters accounting for magnetic saturation are listed in Table 
3.6 
The cogging torques before and after the first slot-opening shift have been calculated using 
non-linear 2D FE, as shown in Fig. 3.27. It can be seen that although the targeted harmonic 
reduction is not as good as linear case, the resultant cogging torque can be reduced even more 
due to the influence of saturation (45% for non-linear against 20% for linear). This can show 
the effectiveness of the proposed cogging torque mitigation method. 
The phase back-EMF waveforms and their spectra accounting for the magnetic saturation 
effect of the modular PM machines before and after the first and second slot-opening shifts are 
depicted in Fig. 3.27. Similar to the results obtained by the linear 2D FE model, the fundamental 
phase back-EMF is slightly decreased from 13.61 V to 13.28 V. This will lead to a slight 
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decrease in the average torque from 4.91 Nm to 4.83 Nm, as shown in Fig. 3.29. Moreover, the 
torque ripple is decreased from 0.59 Nm to 0.45 Nm, which means that the proposed cogging 
torque reduction method for the modular PM machines in this chapter could also help to 
mitigate the torque ripple. 
TABLE 3.6 DESIRED SHIFT ANGLE AND MAIN COEFFICIENTS (CLASSIC 12-SLOT/10-POLE 
MODULAR PM MACHINE AND FG=2MM) 
 n=1 n=2 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝
𝐼   (Nm) 0.17 0.05 
𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑚𝑛
𝑝















 (Elec.Deg) 0 180 
Desired shift angle (Mech. Deg.) 
Original peak cogging torque (Nm) 














Fig. 3.27 Reduction of the resultant cogging torque obtained by non-linear 2D FE. (a) 
Comparison of cogging torque waveforms with or without slot shifting. (b) Spectra (12-slot/10-







Fig. 3.28 Phase back-EMFs before and after the slot-opening shift obtained by non-linear 2D 
FE. (a) Waveforms of phase A. (b) Spectra. (12-slot/10-pole & FG=2mm at 400rpm). 
 
Fig. 3.29 The on-load torque waveforms of the modular PM machine before and after the slot-




3.5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
3.5.1 PROTOTYPES OF MODULAR PM MACHINES 
In order to verify the slot-opening shift method discussed in this chapter, the existing 12-
slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular prototype PM machines with the FGs of 3 mm have 





Fig. 3.30 Prototype machine. (a) Stator segment. (b) Wounded stator with frame. (c) 10-pole 
SPM rotor (FG=3 mm, Slot-opening=2.4 mm).  
Fig. 3.30 depicts the structures of the stator, the rotor and the stator segment which are built 
based on the limited cases analysed in this chapter. It is worth mentioning that due to cost issues, 
the prototype machines with desired slot shift angle have not been built. The used prototype 
machines were initially built to achieve the highest phase back-EMF by shifting the slot-
openings, which is similar to the proposed method of mitigating the cogging torque in this 
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chapter. Therefore, this shift angle in prototype machines will not be optimal for reducing the 
resultant cogging torque as will be seen in Fig. 3.31. However, the FE results after shifting slot-
opening by a specific angle can still be validated by experiments. This can indirectly prove the 
effectiveness of the proposed cogging torque mitigation method which has already been 
validated by the same FE method. 
3.5.2 COGGING TORQUE 
The cogging torque measured according to the method described in [67] and the test rig 
shown in Fig. 2.15 (a). The cogging torques of 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines are measured and compared against their predicted counterparts in Fig. 3.31. A 
good agreement has been observed with only minor discrepancy due to manufacturing 
tolerance, measuring errors, etc.  
 
Fig. 3.31 Predicted and measured cogging torques for 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole 
modular machines.  
3.5.3 PHASE BACK-EMF 
By way of example, only the predicted and measured phase back-EMFs of the 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machine are shown in Fig. 3.32. It is found that after the slot-opening shift, 













In this chapter, an effective method of mitigating cogging torque for modular PM machines 
is presented. The slot-openings have been divided into two groups. By shifting the two groups 
in opposite directions with a desired shift angle, the synthesised cogging torque due to the slot-
openings could be almost opposite to that produced by the FGs (fixed during slot-opening 
shift), and hence cancel each other. The general expression of the desired shift angle has also 
been derived.  
Several slot/pole number combinations have been investigated and the 12-slot/10-pole and 
12-slot/14-pole with 2mm or 4mm FGs have been presented to validate the proposed method. 
Although slightly different mitigation approaches are needed for the investigated machines due 
to different dominant cogging torque harmonics, a reduction by up to 86% in the resultant 
cogging torque can be achieved. The performances of phase back-EMF and on-load torque are 
studied as well. After employing slot-opening shift, the balance of three phase back-EMF 
waveforms is maintained and no extra back-EMF harmonics are introduced. The FE results 
have been validated by experiments. 
In the following chapter, another cogging torque and torque ripple reduction method by 









Chapter 4 COGGING TORQUE AND TORQUE RIPPLE 
REDUCTION OF MODULAR PM MACHINES BY C-
CORE MODULAR STATOR 
 
 
In order to minimize the cogging torque and torque ripple for modular SPM machines, this 
chapter proposes a C-core modular stator which can be obtained by inserting FGs into every 
stator tooth rather than in the alternate stator teeth (E-core modular machines) as in the previous 
chapters. The electromagnetic performances of C-core modular PM machines such as open-
circuit flux linkage, phase back-EMF, cogging torque and torque ripple, etc. are 
comprehensively investigated. By employing the C-core modular structure, the resultant 
cogging torque of modular PM machines can be significantly mitigated, and simultaneously, 
the torque ripple can be reduced effectively if the FG width is chosen properly. It is found that 
the resultant cogging torque and torque ripple can be reduced by up to 96.4% and 57.6%, 
respectively. Especially, when C-core modular stator is employed, the average torque can 
become bigger than that of the E-core modular PM machines if the slot/pole number 
combination is properly selected. Furthermore, the cogging torque and torque ripple of modular 
PM machines having dummy slots are studied as well. It shows that, using dummy slots, the 
cogging torque and torque ripple of modular PM machines can be further reduced. 




PM machines have been widely used due to their inherent advantages such as high torque 
density, high efficiency, etc. [90]. However, for applications which require high performance 
such as direct-drive wind turbines, servo motors, EVs, etc. the torque ripple needs to be 
minimized [91]-[92]. Since cogging torque is one of the main sources of torque ripple, the 
reduction of cogging torque is of great significance for the reduction of torque ripple [68]. 
However, in some cases, due to the effect of saturation, the on-load cogging torque, which can 
be obtained by applying the frozen permeability method [91], [93], could contribute more to 
the torque ripple compared with the open-circuit one.  
Various torque ripple reduction methods have been reported in the previous studies. By way 
of example, shaping the PMs [92] or rotor configurations [94] could reduce the torque ripple 
effectively. Skewing is another effective method to suppress the torque ripple. However, when 
the conventional skewing method is applied, although the cogging torque can be eliminated the 
torque ripple may become even bigger than that without skewing. Therefore, in [95], an 
improved skewing method for torque ripple reduction by optimizing both the current phase 
advanced angle and skewing angle has been proposed. Additionally, the symmetry of the 
machines might also influence the torque ripple and by employing asymmetric rotor pole, the 
torque ripple can be reduced significantly [96].  
However, little work has been done on the torque ripple improvement for modular PM 
machines with E-core stators as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). To reduce the cogging torque and torque 
ripple for modular PM machines, a reduction method has been proposed in [66]. The introduced 
method divides the slot-openings into two groups, through shifting those two groups of slot-
openings in opposite direction by a desired shift angle, the cogging torque due to slot-openings 
can be compensated with that due to FGs. Consequently, the resultant cogging torque of 









Fig. 4.1 Cross-sections of the investigated PM machines having 12-slot/10-pole. FG=2mm for 
modular machines. (a) Conventional non-modular PM machine. (b) E-core machine [28]-




Alternatively, in order to achieve a balance between torque ripple reduction and 
performance improvement, a modular PM machine with FGs in every stator tooth, leading to 
C-core stator as shown in Fig. 4.1 (c), is proposed in this chapter. In [33], a similar C-core 
modular interior PM machine without tooth tips has been proposed but there is no 
electromagnetic performance investigation on this topology. Therefore, this chapter will further 
investigate the influence of FGs on electromagnetic performances with a particular focus on 
cogging torque and torque ripple of C-core modular PM machines with different slot/pole 
number combinations. Moreover, the influence of employing dummy slots on cogging torque 




4.2 TOPOLOGY OF THE INVESTIGATED PM MACHINES 
Due to the fact that modular stator segments showed in [36]-[38] have similar shape with 
the letter ‘E’, hence, they can be named as E-core modular PM machines, as depicted in Fig. 
4.1 (b). Different from the E-core modular PM machines, the FGs are inserted into every stator 
tooth in C-core modular PM machines, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (c). Both modular topologies 
employ surface mounted full arc PM rotor, and the main design parameters such as the stator 
and rotor outer radii, air-gap length, slot-opening width, stator yoke height, etc. are identical as 
detailed in Table 3.1 for simplifying the comparison.  
As can be seen from Fig. 4.1 (b), for the E-core machine, in order to avoid the heavy local 
saturation, the total iron section width of the teeth with FGs is the same as that of teeth without 
FGs [36]. This is the same for C-core model. Moreover, similar to the E-core modular PM 
machines, the single layer concentrated winding is also employed for the C-core modular 
machine. It is worth mentioning that the original slot area will be partially occupied by FGs 
when modular topologies are employed. Hence, the copper loss will be increased if the packing 
factor and total number of turns are assumed to be constant since the copper wire diameter has 
been reduced accordingly. For example, the copper loss of conventional PM machine is 45.4W. 
While for its E-core and C-core counterparts having FG width of 2mm, the copper losses are 




4.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE 
The following electromagnetic performance analyses are based on the 12-slot/10-pole and 
12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines. This is mainly due to the fact that the non-modular 
conventional PM machines with those two slot/pole number combinations have the maximum 
winding factor compared with other 12-slot alternatives. However, it is worth mentioning that 
the findings in this chapter are applicable to other slot/pole number combinations. 
4.3.1 OPEN-CIRCUIT FLUX LINKAGE 
The open-circuit flux linkages of the C-core and E-core modular PM machines with various 
slot/pole number combinations are depicted in Fig. 4.2. It is evident that for machines with C-
core stator, the flux reduces with the increase in FG width, regardless of slot/pole number 
combination. However, as investigated in [36], for E-core modular machines, the FGs increases 
flux linkage for machines with lower slot number than pole number while reduces it for 
machines with higher slot number than pole number.  
It has found that the FGs have influence on winding factor, flux focusing/defocusing and 
also the open-circuit air-gap flux density. However, for C-core machines, the effect on winding 
factor will be cancelled due to FGs in all stator teeth. Therefore, the FGs will only have 
influence on flux focusing/defocusing and open-circuit flux density. In order to deeply 
investigate the open-circuit flux linkage of C-core modular PM machines, the studies on the 
flux focusing or defocusing effect due to FGs and on the open-circuit air-gap flux density have 












Fig. 4.2 The open-circuit phase flux linkage versus different FG widths. (a) E-core modular 










Fig. 4.3 The open-circuit flux distributions of convention non-modular, C-core modular and E-
core modular PM machines. (a)-(c) 12-slot/10-pole. (d)-(f) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The open-circuit flux distributions of the conventional non-modular, C-core and E-Core 
modular PM machines are shown in Fig. 4.3, in which the rotor is at the position where the 
phase A has its maximum flux linkage. It is found in [36] that for the PM machines with slot 
number higher than pole number, as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a) to (b), the FGs exhibit flux defocusing 
effect. This is because the FGs divert some flux away from the phase A. Contrarily, the FGs in 
E-core machines with slot number lower than pole number have an influence of flux focusing 
effect, as shown in Fig. 4.3 (d) and (e). This is because the FGs concentrate some flux, which 




However, it will be difficult to observe the flux focusing/defocusing effect of C-core 
modular machines only based on flux distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.3 (c) and (f). To do so, 
the analysis on the average flux density of stator yoke has been carried out, as shown in Fig. 
4.4. The test position in stator yoke is highlighted by a small circle. It is evident that the average 
flux densities in stator yoke decreases with the increase of FG width for C-core modular 
machines regardless of the slot/pole number combinations. Therefore, the FGs in C-core 
modular machines exert flux defocusing effect.  
 
Fig. 4.4 The average flux density of stator yoke for C-core and E-core modular PM machines 
with various slot/pole number combinations. 
As studied previously, for C-core modular machines, the flux linkage is not only influenced 
by flux focusing/defocusing, but also the open-circuit air-gap flux density. Hence, the working 
harmonics of open-circuit flux density of C-core modular machines are investigated and shown 
in Fig. 4.5. It is worth noting that for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines, the 5th order 
harmonic of the open-circuit air-gap flux density is the working harmonic while for the 12-
slot/14-pole modular PM machines, it is the 7th order harmonic. As indicated in Fig. 4.5, for 
both 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole C-core modular PM machines, the working harmonics 




Fig. 4.5 The working harmonic of open-circuit air-gap flux density versus FG widths for 12-
slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with C-core and E-core stator 
segments. 
 
Fig. 4.6 The harmonics of generating PM eddy current losses in open-circuit air-gap flux 
density versus FG widths for 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with 
C-core stator segments. 
In conclusion, due to the flux defocusing effect together with the decrease in the open-circuit 
air-gap flux density, the open-circuit flux linkages decline with the increase of FG width for C-
core modular PM machines regardless of the slot/pole number combinations. Moreover, the 
flux linkage of the 12-slot/10-pole C-core modular machine decreases faster than that of the 
12-slot/14-pole one. Additionally, the FGs affect not only the working harmonics in the open-
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circuit air-gap flux density, but also other harmonic contents, which mainly contribute to the 
PM eddy current losses. 
By observing the spectra of the open-circuit air-gap flux density, only the 7th order harmonic 
of the 12-slot/10-pole machine and the 5th order harmonic of the 12-slot/14-pole machine are 
relatively significant and hence can be treated as the main source of the PM eddy current losses. 
It can be found that for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 14-pole C-core modular PM machines, 
their PM eddy current losses would increase with the FG width till 2.5 mm and reduce 
thereafter, as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
4.3.2 PHASE BACK-EMF 
The investigation of the phase back-EMFs for both the C-core and E-core modular machines 
has been carried out at the rated motor speed (400 rpm), as shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. It is 
worth noting that when FG=0mm, the machine is a conventional non-modular one. Since the 
phase back-EMF is proportional to the flux linkage, all influence of FGs on the flux linkage 







Fig. 4.7 The phase back-EMF waveforms of C-core and E-core modular PM machines versus 







Fig. 4.8 The spectra of phase back-EMFs of C-core and E-core modular PM machines versus 
FG widths. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
4.3.3 COGGING TORQUE 
It is well established that the cogging torque of PM machines depends on the 𝑁𝑐 . For 
conventional non-modular PM machines, different slot/pole number combinations will result 
in different 𝑁𝑐. However, when the modular structures are employed, the stator symmetry will 
be changed since the stator is segmented into several modules. It is worth mentioning that the 
periodicity is dominated by the number of FGs. By way of example, for the 12-slot/10-pole 
non-modular PM machines, the stator repeats 12 times over a mechanical period (360o). 
However, for the E-core modular PM machine, the stator is divided into 6 identical segments 
while the C-core model has 12 identical segments. Hence, the periodicity of the E-core stator 
repeats 6 times while the C-core stator repeats 12 times. As a result, for modular PM machines, 
the constant 𝑁𝑐 should be re-written as 𝑁𝑐𝑚 [66]. This means that for the C-core modular PM 
machines with 12-slot/10-pole, the value of 𝑁𝑐𝑚 is 60 while the E-core counterpart has a 𝑁𝑐𝑚 
of 30. In other words, the number of periods of cogging torque for the 12-slot/10-pole C-core 







Fig. 4.9 The cogging torque waveforms of the C-core modular PM machines versus rotor 





Fig. 4.10 Peak-to-peak cogging torque versus FG width of the C-core and E-core modular PM 
machines with various slot/pole number combinations. 
The peak-to-peak cogging torques versus FG width of the E-core and C-core modular PM 
machines are shown in Fig. 4.10. It is found that the peak values of resultant cogging torque of 
the C-core models are smaller than those of the E-core models regardless of the slot/pole 
number combinations. This is mainly due to the fact that according to [68], the higher the 
frequency (determined by 𝑁𝑐𝑚 ) of the cogging torque, the smaller the magnitude of the 
resultant cogging torque. 
In summary, when the FG width is 2mm or 4mm, the much smaller resultant cogging torque 
for the 12-slot/10-pole C-core modular PM machines is achieved. However, for the 12-slot/14-
pole C-core modular PM machine, the minimum resultant cogging torque appears when the 
FG width equals to 2mm.  
4.3.4 ON-LOAD TORQUE 
By supplying the rated sinewave currents to the investigated PM machines, the on-load 
torque can be calculated, as shown in Fig. 4.11. It is found that: 
1. For the modular PM machines with 𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝 , i.e., 12-slot/10-pole, the average 
torque of C-core model is higher than the average torque of the E-core model. The 
reason of such a phenomenon is mainly due to the significant influence of FGs on 
the phase flux linkage and the phase back-EMF as described previously. 
Additionally, similar to the E-core machine, the increasing FG width of the C-core 
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model reduces the average torque as well.  
2. For the modular PM machines with 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, i.e. 12-slot/14-pole, the E-core model 
improves the average torque, while the average torque declines slightly with the 
increasing FG width for the C-core modular structure.  
 
Fig. 4.11 Average torques versus FG width of the C-core and E-core modular PM machines 
with various slot/pole number combinations. 
4.3.5 TORQUE RIPPLE ANALYSIS BY USING THE FROZEN 
PERMEABILITY METHOD 
In this chapter, the torque ripple is defined as the peak-to-peak on-load torque. Benefited 
from the remarkable reduction of cogging torque when employing the C-core machine, its 
torque ripple is mitigated significantly as well. However, the reductions in the cogging torque 
and in the torque ripple are not directly proportional. By way of example, when the FG width 
is properly selected, the peak-to-peak cogging torque for the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-
pole C-core modular PM machines can almost be eliminated. Nevertheless, it can be found 
from Fig. 4.12 that the smaller torque ripples of both 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole 
machines with the C-core stator and 2mm FG can be achieved which are 0.25 Nm and 0.19 
Nm, respectively. This is mainly due to the fact that the torque ripple is not due to the open-





Fig. 4.12 Torque ripples versus FG width of the C-core and E-core modular PM machines with 
various slot/pole number combinations. 
According to [91] the on-load cogging torque can be calculated by employing the frozen 
permeability (FP) method together with the virtual work principle. The FP method can help to 
accurately calculate the on-load cogging torque and the on-load phase back-EMF. Therefore, 
the source of torque ripple can be identified and analysed.  
 
Fig. 4.13 On-load cogging torque waveforms calculated using the FP method for the C-core 





Fig. 4.14 The spectra of the on-load phase EMF calculated using the FP method for the C-core 
modular PM machines. (FG=2mm.)  
The on-load cogging torque waveforms of the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines with 2mm FG width are depicted in Fig. 4.13. It is shown that the peak on-load 
cogging torques of the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole machines are 0.16 Nm and 0.05 
Nm, respectively. Together with the torque ripple components generated by the on-load phase 
back-EMF harmonics (mainly 5th and 7th, as shown in Fig. 4.14), the torque ripple features 
observed above can be explained.  
As a result, when the FG width equals to 2mm, the best torque performance is obtained. For 
the 12-slot/10-pole C-core modular PM machines, the torque ripple is reduced by 57.6% with 
a 6.3% increase in average torque compared with the E-core counterparts. However, for the 
12-slot/14-pole C-core modular PM machine, the average torque is reduced by 9.4% but the 
torque ripple is reduced by 47.2% compared with the E-core counterparts. 
4.3.6 COGGING TORQUE AND TORQUE RIPPLE OF MODULAR PM 
MACHINES HAVING DUMMY SLOTS 
Apart from the aforementioned methods, dummy slots can also be employed for cogging 
torque and torque ripple reduction of the modular PM machines. As shown in Fig. 4.15, this 
can be achieved by adding dummy slots in stator teeth with coils of the E-core modular PM 
machines, or by adding iron bridges to stator teeth with coils of the C-core modular PM 
machines. The optimized dummy slot width is assumed to be equal to the slot-openings (2mm) 
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to achieve the minimum cogging torque and torque ripples. It is also worth mentioning that the 
E-core with dummy slots and the C-core with iron bridges have similar effect on cogging torque 
and torque ripple if saturation effect can be neglected. Therefore, the following section will 





Fig. 4.15 The cross-sections of modular machines. (a) E-core modular machines with dummy 
slots, (b) C-core modular machine with iron bridges. 
The peak-to-peak cogging torques of the E-core modular PM machines with dummy slots 
are depicted in Fig. 4.16. It is evident that when the FG widths are bigger than 1mm, the peak-
to-peak cogging torque can be reduced effectively by appropriate selection of the dummy slot 
depth for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular machines. However, when the 
FG width is 1mm, the peak-to-peak cogging torque is increased. This is mainly due to heavy 







Fig. 4.16 The peak-to-peak cogging torque versus dummy slot depth of the E-core modular PM 








Fig. 4.17 The torque ripple versus dummy slot depth of the E-core modular PM machines. (a) 
12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
Fig. 4.17 shows the influence of dummy slot depth on the torque ripple. It can be found that 
when the FG width is bigger than 1mm, a slight reduce in the torque ripple of the 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machines with dummy slots can be achieved. However, for the 12-slot/14-
pole machines, the dummy slots have negative effect on the torque ripple. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that employing dummy slots for the modular PM machines is useful for cogging 
torque reduction. Nevertheless, this method also has limited effect on torque ripple reduction.  
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4.4 PROTOTYPE MACHINES 
The prototype machine with C-core stator segments has been newly built, as can be seen 
from the Fig. 4.18. The test results from this machines will be covered in the future related 
papers. 
 





In this chapter, for reducing cogging torque and torque ripple, the modular PM machines 
with C-core stator segments have been proposed. Their electromagnetic performances such as 
the open-circuit flux linkage, phase back-EMF, open-circuit and on-load cogging torques as 
well as on-load torque have been investigated. The best torque performances for both the 12-
slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole C-core modular PM machines are achieved when the FG width 
equals to 2mm, as detailed in Table 4.1. It is also found that by employing dummy slots for the 
E-core modular PM machines or iron bridges for the C-core modular PM machines, the 
resultant cogging torque can be further reduced by properly choosing the depth of dummy slots 
and the FG width. However, they have limited effect on the reduction of torque ripple. 
Moreover, by applying the modular structure, the copper loss are also affected due to the 
changing slot area and the maintained packing factor. By way of example, the copper loss of 
conventional non-modular PM machine is 45.4W. However for its E-core and C-core 
counterparts having FG width of 2mm, the copper losses are 49.2W and 53.6W, respectively. 
TABLE 4.1 COGGING TORQUE, TORQUE RIPPLE AND AVERAGE TORQUE OF THE INVESTIGATED 
PM MACHINES 
 Slot/pole Non-modular E-core  C-core 
Cogging torque 
(Nm) 
(12/10) 0.1 0.4 0.04 -90% 
(12/14) 0.05 0.25 0.009 -96.4% 
Torque ripple (Nm) 
(12/10) 0.51 0.59 0.25 -57.6% 
(12/14) 0.35 0.36 0.19 -47.2% 
Average torque 
(Nm) 
(12/10) 5.41 4.93 5.24 +6.3% 
(12/14) 5.48 5.98 5.42 -9.4% 
❖ For modular machines, the FG width is 2 mm. 
❖ The percentages of the C-core modular PM machines is based on those values of the E-
core modular PM machines. 
The manufacturing tolerance and its influence on modular PM machines will be studied in 










Chapter 5 INFLUENCE OF MANUFACTURING 




In this chapter, the investigation about the influence of manufacturing tolerance on the 
electromagnetic performance of modular PM machines with segmented stator has been carried 
out. It is worth noting that the manufacturing tolerance is defined as the variations in 
dimensions and relative position compared to normal values. Two typical slot/pole number 
combinations such as 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole have been chosen for case studies. 
The manufacturing tolerance scenarios are focused on the stator segment displacement (both 
radial and circumferential) and the PM defect. Firstly, the influence on phase back-EMF as 
well as on-load torque is investigated. By doing so, the most significant influenced cases of 
stator segment displacement can be identified. This allows for further studying the influence of 
FG widths on the performance of modular PM machines. While for the PM defect scenario, 
two representative cases are selected, e.g. 5% or 10% area of one magnet pole is defected. 
Through the analyses of the back-EMF, on-load torque and cogging torque, etc., the 
manufacturing tolerance withstand capability of the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole 
modular PM machines can be assessed. It is found that the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines have better manufacturing tolerance withstand capability compared with the 12-





PM machines, due to their inherent advantages such as high power/torque density, high 
efficiency, etc., have become prominent candidate for various industrial applications [97]. 
However, during the mass production, the manufacturing tolerance is inevitable and many 
possible scenarios of the manufacturing tolerance can be observed. By way of example, stator 
and rotor asymmetry [98]-[99], PMs magnetization error [100]-[101], the variation of coil 
number of turns [102] and rotor eccentricity [103]-[105], etc.  
When the manufacturing tolerance occur, the performance of PM machines will be affected, 
especially cogging torque and torque ripple, which are very sensitive parameters and are prone 
to the influence of manufacturing tolerance. In [106], the extra introduced cogging torque 
harmonics of SPM machines due to the assembly tolerance and material imperfection have 
been investigated. It is found that the additional cogging torque harmonics are heavily 
influenced by the PMs assembly and the thickness variations while not much influenced by the 
PM width variations. X. Ge et. al. have studied the cogging torque sensitivities under the tooth-
bulge and PM diversity of the IPM machines with various slot/pole number combination in [13] 
and with eccentricity as well as the sinusoidal rotor shape in [14]. The authors have introduced 
a method of detecting the most sensitive cases amongst numerous possible distributions of 
tooth-bulge and PM diversity by employing the additional cogging torque vectors diagram.  
Given the facts that the manufacturing tolerance will degrade the performance of the PM 
machines such as increasing cogging torque and torque ripple and reducing average torque, 
etc., researchers have made great effort to mitigate such negative impact. In [82], the efficiency 
of the existing cogging torque mitigation methods such as shaping the PMs, skewing, etc., has 
been evaluated based on the brushless DC PM motors. In [107], it is reported that employing 
the dummy slots placed partially in axial direction of the stator teeth is an effective method to 
reduce the cogging torque of SPM machines under the influence of manufacturing tolerance. 
As a matter of fact that the rear-earth PMs, for instance, SmCo, NdFeB, etc. are very brittle 
and quite easily to be fractured [108]. Hence, the PM defect or damaged [109]-[110] during the 
manufacturing and assembly processes are also a common scenarios of manufacturing 
tolerance. A general investigation on the PM defect fault of PM synchronous machines has 
been carried out in [111]. According to the influence of the different defective PMs on the 
phase back-EMF and current spectra, it is found that the most critical coefficient of the PM 
defect is the overall defective volume rather than the shape and the direction of the defective 
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zone in the PMs.  
In addition, the tiny fracture on the PMs due to the manufacturing tolerance may result in 
total damage of the PMs during operation and hence dramatic failure of the PM machines. As 
a result, the PM defect should be detected in the early stage to avoid such potential hazards. 
Various indexes have been selected to detect the PM defect in the literatures, such as back-
EMF [112], phase current spectrum [113] and leakage flux [114], etc. 
However, for modular PM machines, since their stators are segmented, compared to their 
non-modular counterparts, they could be even more prone to manufacturing tolerance during 
the assembly process. This needs to be investigated in order to reveal the full potential of 
modular PM machines. Therefore, in this chapter, the influence of the manufacturing tolerances 
such as the stator segment radial or circumferential displacement as well as the PM defect of 
modular PM machines will be comprehensively studied. The most serious cases of stator 
segment displacements in the respect of average torque can be identified. Two PM defect 
scenarios are studied in this chapter which are the 5% and 10% area of one magnet pole is 
defected.  
 
Fig. 5.1 The healthy modular PM machine topology with 12-slot/10-pole [37]. 
The cross-sections of the modular PM machines investigated in this chapter is depicted in 
Fig. 5.1 and the general design parameters are listed in Table 2.2. The SPM rotor topology 
having full pole-arc is employed. The winding type is single-layer concentrated windings. The 
machine performance without considering the manufacturing tolerance has been fully 
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investigated in [36]. Again, it is worth noting that to avoid heavy local saturation, the widths 
of iron section of teeth with or without FGs are kept the same. For simplifying the future 
analyses, the six stator segments can be numbered from S1 to S6 in anticlockwise direction, as 
shown in Fig. 5.1. 
In practice, the manufacturing process of modular PM machines is different from their 
conventional non-modular counterparts. The stator segment laminations of modular PM 
machines are cut and welded first. Benefit from the modular structure, the coils can be wound 
on the teeth of stator segments outside the machine. This could significantly simplify the 
winding process and also improve the slot fill factor. After then, the stator segments with coils 
will be inserted into the notches on the inner surface of the frame, forming a complete stator 
for modular machines.  
However, during the assembly process of these segments, the manufacturing tolerance may 
occur, resulting in the different inner radii for different segments, etc. Therefore, the 
manufacturing tolerance such as the stator segment radial or circumferential displacement will 
be introduced. Moreover, during the rotor manufacturing process, other manufacturing 
tolerance scenarios may occur, such as the PM defect, which will also be detailed in this chapter. 
Two representative modular PM machines having 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole are 
employed to investigate the influence of the manufacturing tolerance. The calculations of the 
other cases such as 12-slot/8-pole modular PM machines have also been carried out. It is found 
that the influence of manufacturing tolerance on the 12-slot/8-pole modular PM machine is 
similar as that for the 12-slot/10-pole counterparts. Due to the fact that the 12-slot/10-pole and 
12-slot/14-pole cases are more typical, in this chapter, the study of the manufacturing tolerance 




5.2 MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH RADIAL STATOR 
SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
In reality, the scenarios of the manufacturing tolerance could be random. By way of example, 
for the radial stator segment displacement, the stator segments can be displaced randomly in 
different directions and distances. Due to these infinite possible cases of the manufacturing 
tolerance and for simplifying the studies carried out in this chapter, several assumptions and 
definitions have to be made. For example, the displacement distance is assumed to be 0.25mm. 
The stator segments displacing towards the machine centre are named as -Sn. Otherwise, they 
are named as +Sn. 
 
Fig. 5.2 The stator cross section of modular PM machine topology with the radial stator 
segments displacement (Case –S1). 
5.2.1 INFLUENCE OF RADIAL STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
ON PHASE BACK-EMF 
The stator cross-section of modular PM machine with one stator segment radially displaced 
is depicted in Fig. 5.2. For the radial stator segment displacement, the angles between the 
adjacent stator segments will not be changed. Hence the angles between the adjacent back-
EMF vectors are maintained the same. This can be validated by the results shown in Table 5.1, 
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in which the phase angles of the phase back-EMFs of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines having 2mm FG width either with or without radial stator segment displacement are 
calculated by the 2D FE model. 
TABLE 5.1 THE PHASE ANGLES OF PHASE BACK-EMFS OF MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH OR 
WITHOUT RADIAL STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
Phase angles (Elec. Deg.) Phase A Phase B Phase C 
Healthy 28.5 -91.5 148.5 
-S1 28.5 -91.5 148.5 
+S1 28.5 -91.5 148.5 
However, because the air-gap length changes due to the radial stator segment displacement, 
the magnitudes of phase back-EMF vectors will be changed accordingly. Again, the 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machine having 2mm FG width with the radial stator segment displacements 
such as cases -S1 and +S1 are taken as examples. Since the stator segment S1 is displaced, 
leading to reduced or increased air-gap length for segment S1, the magnitude of E1 is increased 
or decreased accordingly, so does the resultant phase A back-EMF vector, as shown in Fig. 5.3 
(a) and Fig. 5.4 (a). Whereas for the magnitudes of the resultant back-EMF vectors of the 
phases B and C, the influence from such radial stator segment displacement cases is limited. 
To validate such predictions on the magnitudes of phase back-EMFs, the spectra of resultant 
three phase back-EMFs of cases +S1 and -S1 are calculated and compared in Table 5.2. It can 
be clearly seen that the magnitude of phase A is changed while the magnitudes of phases B and 
C remain largely unaffected. 
TABLE 5.2 THE PHASE BACK-EMF MAGNITUDES OF MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH OR 
WITHOUT RADIAL STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
Magnitudes (V) Phase A Phase B Phase C 
Healthy 12.36 12.36 12.36 
-S1 12.74 12.37 12.37 







Fig. 5.3 The Phase back-EMFs of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with the radial stator 




Fig. 5.4 The Phase back-EMF of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with the radial 
stator segment of the case +S1. (a) Vector diagram. (b) Spectra. 
5.2.2 INFLUENCE OF RADIAL STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
ON ON-LOAD TORQUE 
Without considering the magnetic saturation, the on-load torque of the PM machines will 
be directly proportional to the phase back-EMFs and the supply phase currents, as detailed in 
(5.1). Therefore, the influence of the radial stator segment displacement on the phase back-
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EMF will be reflected in the on-load torque as well. 
𝑇 =
𝐸𝐴𝐼𝐴 + 𝐸𝐵𝐼𝐵 + 𝐸𝐶𝐼𝐶
𝜔𝑚
 (5.1) 
where 𝐸𝐴, 𝐸𝐵, 𝐸𝐶  are the magnitudes of the three-phase back-EMFs. 𝐼𝐴, 𝐼𝐵, 𝐼𝐶  are the three-
phase supply currents and 𝜔𝑚 is the rotation speed. 









 𝐸𝐴 = ∑ 𝐸𝐴𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑𝐴𝑛)
∞
𝑛=1,2,3,⋯
                  













where 𝐸𝐴𝑛, 𝐸𝐵𝑛 , 𝐸𝐶𝑛, 𝜑𝐴𝑛, 𝜑𝐵𝑛, and 𝜑𝐶𝑛 are the magnitudes and the phase angles of the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ 
order harmonics of the three-phase back-EMFs, respectively. 𝜔 denotes the electrical rotation 
speed and 𝑡 is the time. 






𝐼𝐴 = 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿)           









where 𝐼 is the peak value. 𝛿, denotes the phase angle of the supply currents. 
By substituting the variables in (5.1) by (5.2)-(5.3) the equation can be rewritten as (5.4). 
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𝑇 × 𝜔𝑚 = ∑ 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝐼 + 𝐸𝐵𝑛𝐼 + 𝐸𝐶𝑛𝐼
∞
𝑛=1,2,3,⋯
= ∑ 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝐼 {












𝑐𝑜𝑠 [(𝑛 − 1)(𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3 ) + 𝜑𝐵𝑛 − 𝛿]
2
+
𝑐𝑜𝑠 [(𝑛 + 1) (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋







𝑐𝑜𝑠 [(𝑛 − 1)(𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3 ) + 𝜑𝐶𝑛 − 𝛿]
2
+
𝑐𝑜𝑠 [(𝑛 + 1) (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋




Under the healthy condition, when 𝑛 equals 1, the average torque is given by (5.5). In other 
words, the fundamental harmonics of the three-phase back-EMFs contribute to the average 
torque.  
𝑇𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 × 𝜔𝑚 = 𝐸𝐴1𝐼 [
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝐴1 − 𝛿)
2









Therefore, the average torque can be employed as an index to assess the severity of the 
influence of manufacturing tolerance on the performance of the modular PM machines. In 
addition, it also can help to identify quickly the most serious cases from various possible radial 
stator segment displacements without the need for intensive FE simulations.  
As have been demonstrated, due to the radial stator segment displacement, the magnitudes 
of the phase back-EMFs are affected, so does the average torque, as can be seen from (5.5). 
However, since the accurate analytical prediction on the increase or decrease in the phase back-
EMF magnitudes due to the radial stator segment displacement is hardly achievable, in this 
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chapter, the coefficient 𝜏 is introduced to denote the variation of the back-EMF vector due to 
the radial stator segment displacement for simplicity.  
TABLE 5.3 THE PREDICTED INFLUENCE OF THE AVERAGE TORQUE DUE TO THE RADIAL 
STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 











 +S1&+S2&-S4&-S5 0 








In Table 5.3, the predicted influence of the average torque due to the radial stator segment 
displacement cases are listed. It is found that the cases where the stator segments are displaced 
in the same direction and the displaced stator segments belong to the same phase have the most 
severe influence on the average torque, e.g. case -S1&-S4. However, for the cases where the 
stator segments displaced in different directions, their influence on the on-load torque is 
limited, e.g. case +S1&-S4.  
Moreover, due to the unequal magnitudes of the phase back-EMFs, the vector sum of the 
2nd order harmonic is no longer zero. In other words, the radial stator segment displacement 
will lead to extra 2nd, 4th, 8th, etc. harmonics in the on-load torque, as shown in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 
5.10. This phenomenon can be explained by (5.4). 
According to the severity assessment, the cases -S1, -S1&-S4, -S1&-S2&-S4&-S5, which 
have the most significant influence on machine performance, are selected for further 
investigating the influence of FG widths on modular PM machines with radial stator segment 
displacement.  
5.2.3 INFLUENCE OF FG WIDTHS AND SLOT/POLE NUMBER 
COMBINATIONS ON MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH 
RADIAL STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
To simplify the analyses, a changing ratio of the electromagnetic performance between 
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× 100% (5.6) 
where 𝜎 and 𝜎0 are the indexes of the electromagnetic performance of modular PM machines 
with or without manufacturing tolerance respectively. 
The smaller the changing ratio is, the better the manufacturing withstand capability will be. 
However, it is worth noting that the changing ratio will not be employed to analyse the 
unbalanced magnetic force (UMF) since the initial UMF is zero for the healthy modular PM 
machines. 
5.2.3.1 PHASE BACK-EMF 
In this section, the analysis on the influence of FG widths as well as the slot/pole number 
combinations on fundamental phase back-EMFs of modular PM machines with the radial stator 
segment displacement is carried out. As an example, only the results for the phase A are shown 
in Fig. 5.5. It is found that the influence of FG widths on fundamental phase back-EMF of 
modular PM machines under the radial stator segment displacement is similar to the influence 







Fig. 5.5 The fundamental harmonics of phase A back-EMF versus FG width of modular PM 
machines with various radial stator segment displacements. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-
pole. 
TABLE 5.4 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL HARMONICS OF THE PHASE A 













0.5 3.35% / 4.52% 6.69% / 8.96% 6.77% / 8.96% 
1.0 3.29% / 4.45% 6.55% / 8.9% 6.63% / 8.9% 
1.5 3.15% / 4.4% 6.32% / 8.88% 6.48% / 8.88% 
2.0 3.08% / 4.45% 6.15% / 8.83% 6.31% / 8.83% 
2.5 3.03% / 4.37% 5.99% / 8.81% 6.16% / 8.74% 
3.0 2.9% / 4.31% 5.83% / 8.68% 6% / 8.68% 
3.5 2.8% / 4.26% 5.7% / 8.52% 5.79% / 8.52% 
4.0 2.78% / 4.23% 5.47% / 8.45% 5.64% / 8.45% 
4.5 2.67% / 4.14% 5.32% / 8.28% 5.49% / 8.28% 
5.0 2.57% / 4.13% 5.18% / 8.2% 5.27% / 8.2% 
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It can be seen that the changing ratio of the fundamental back-EMF is slightly decreased 
with the increase in FG widths for both 12-slot/10-pole and the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines. In other words, the severity of the influence on the fundamental phase back-EMFs 
from the radial stator segment displacement can be mitigated with the increase in the FG widths, 
as listed in Table 5.4. Besides, it is worth noting that the changing ratios of the 12-slot/10-pole 
modular PM machines are generally smaller than those of the 12-slot/14-pole machines. As a 
result, one can conclude that the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines have the better radial 
stator segment displacement withstand capability in terms of phase back-EMFs. 
5.2.3.2 COGGING TORQUE 
It has been found that the cogging torque is sensitive to the design parameters of PM 
machines such as the machine symmetry, slot/pole number combinations, and stator structure, 
etc. This is also true for their modular counterparts. It is evident that when the manufacturing 
tolerance occurred, the symmetry of modular PM machines will be changed, and thus, could 







Fig. 5.6 Cogging torque of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with the radial stator 







Fig. 5.7 Cogging torque of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with the radial stator 
segment displacement. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. (FG=2mm). 
The cogging torque periodicity is mainly determined by the rotor pole number and the stator 
symmetry. For the healthy modular PM machines, the stator symmetry is determined by the 
𝑁𝐹𝐺  [66]. However, for the modular PM machines with radial stator segment displacement, the 
stator symmetry is determined by the distribution of the displaced stator segments rather than 
the 𝑁𝐹𝐺 . Because of this, the cogging torque periodicity of the modular PM machines with 
radial stator segment displacement will be changed. 
By way of example, for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines under radial stator 
segment displacement of the case -S1, the stator symmetry is changed from 6 to 1 and hence, 
the LCM between 2𝑝 and the stator symmetry is changed to 10. This means that the 𝑁𝑐𝑚 of 
such modular PM machines within a mechanical revolution is 10 and 2 within an electrical 
revolution. This means that the first appeared harmonic of the cogging torque will be the 2nd 
order harmonic. 
For validating this prediction, the cogging torque waveforms and their spectra within one 
electrical revolution of the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines are 
depicted in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7. It can be clearly seen that the additional 2nd, 4
th, and 8th, etc. 







Fig. 5.8 The peak-to-peak cogging torque versus FG width of modular PM machines with radial 
stator segment displacement. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The peak-to-peak cogging torques of modular PM machines under the selected cases are 
depicted in Fig. 5.8. It is found that the influences of FG widths on the peak-to-peak cogging 
torque of modular PM machines with or without radial stator segment displacement conditions 
are similar for all the slot/pole number combinations.  
The changing ratio of the peak-to-peak cogging torque of modular PM machines are 
illustrated in Table 5.5. It is found that for both the 12-slot/10-pole and the 12-slot/14-pole 
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modular PM machines, the changing ratio can be decreased significantly by selecting the 
proper FG widths. Additionally, the changing ratios of the peak-to-peak cogging torque of the 
12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines are generally bigger than those of the 12-slot/10-pole 
machines. Therefore, regarding the peak-to-peak cogging torque, the 12-slot/10-pole modular 
PM machines again have the better radial stator segment displacement withstand capability. 
TABLE 5.5 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF THE PEAK-TO-PEAK COGGING TORQUE OF MODULAR 














0.5 63.93% / 89.89% 132.36%/185.36% 116.36% / 165.36% 
1.0 23.78% / 63.57% 53.65% / 128.22% 71.8% / 122.26% 
1.5 14.45% / 70.45% 30.51% / 148.7% 52.1% / 145.02% 
2.0 12.15% / 139.39% 24.9% / 283.67% 44.21% / 276.22% 
2.5 10.63% / 148% 23.2% / 376.1% 40.02% / 354.52% 
3.0 11.41% / 38.33% 24.77% / 85.85% 36.08% / 133.11% 
3.5 13.05% / 27.78% 26.87% / 56.79% 33.19% / 89.82% 
4.0 16.71% / 20.75% 34.58% / 42.24% 42.83% / 68.6% 
4.5 17.41% / 18.09% 34.77% / 36.99% 47.6% / 60.06% 
5.0 17.33% / 17.38% 35.85% / 35.22% 47.86% / 55.91% 
5.2.3.3 ON-LOAD TORQUE 
From Fig. 5.9 to Fig. 5.10, the on-load torque waveforms and their spectra of modular PM 
machines investigated in this section with the radial stator segment displacement are depicted. 
The reasons of the increased average torque with the increase in the number of radial stator 








Fig. 5.9 On-load torque of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with radial stator segment 
displacement. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. (FG=2mm). 
Clearly, it can be found that the first appeared torque ripple harmonics of the 12-slot/10-
pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines are the 2nd order harmonics rather than the 6th 
order harmonics of healthy modular PM machines. Such additional 2nd order harmonics come 
from three sources: 1) the 2nd order harmonic of cogging torque that has been demonstrated 
previously. 2) the contribution from the unbalanced fundamental three phase back-EMFs. 3) 
the contribution from the unbalanced 3rd order harmonics of the phase back-EMFs, as detailed 
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in (5.4). The average toque versus FG widths of modular PM machines with the radial stator 
segment displacement are shown in Fig. 5.11. It is found that the influences of FG widths on 
the average torque of modular PM machines either with or without radial stator segment 





Fig. 5.10 On-load torque of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with the radial stator 








Fig. 5.11 The average torque versus FG widths of modular PM machines with the radial stator 
segment displacement. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The changing ratios of average torque are listed in Table 5.6. Overall, the influence of FG 
widths on the changing ratio of the average torque is limited for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 
the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines. However, for the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines, the changing ratio can be slightly decreased by selecting a proper FG width. 
Furthermore, the changing ratios of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines are smaller. This 
means that they also have the better radial stator segment displacement withstand capability in 
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terms of average torque compared with their 12-slot/14-pole counterparts. Since the cogging 
torque is dominant in torque ripple contributions, the influence of FGs on the cogging torque 
will be reflected in the performance of torque ripple. Hence, the same conclusion as for the 
cogging torque can be drawn for torque ripple as well. 
TABLE 5.6 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF THE AVERAGE TORQUE OF MODULAR PM MACHINES 













0.5 3.65% / 6.07% 4.78% / 7.54% 7.07% / 10.51% 
1.0 3.72% / 6.01% 4.85% / 7.50% 7.13% / 10.46% 
1.5 3.78% / 6.16% 4.89% / 7.64% 7.16% / 10.6% 
2.0 3.83% / 5.92% 4.93% / 7.4% 7.18% / 10.33% 
2.5 3.87% / 5.88% 4.95% / 7.36% 7.16% / 10.28% 
3.0 3.91% / 5.84% 4.97% / 7.3% 7.14% / 10.19% 
3.5 3.95% / 5.79% 4.99% / 7.22% 7.11% / 10.07% 
4.0 3.98% / 5.72% 4.99% / 7.13% 7.06% / 9.94% 
4.5 4.01% / 5.65% 5% / 7.04% 7.02% / 9.79% 
5.0 4.05% / 5.76% 5.01% / 7.13% 6.99% / 9.84% 
5.2.3.4 UMF 
The UMF causes vibrations and acoustic noise and also leads to the undesired negative 
effect on the shaft and reduces the lifetime of bearings. In this section, the UMF due to the 
radial stator segment displacement is investigated. As shown in Fig. 5.12, the UMF under on-
load condition of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines having 2mm FG width with radial 
stator segment displacement is calculated. For the healthy modular PM machines, due to the 
symmetrical stator and rotor structures, the UMF should be zero, as proven by the results shown 
in Fig. 5.12. 
However, for the modular PM machines under some of the typical cases of radial stator 
segment displacement, the stator structures are still remained symmetrical, which results in 
zero UMF as well. By way of example, for the selected case -S1&-S4 and case -S1&-S2&-
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S4&-S5, the UMFs of both x-axis (𝐹𝑥) and y-axis (𝐹𝑦) are zero, as proven by the results shown 





Fig. 5.12 The UMF waveforms of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines. (a) Fx. (b) Fy. 
Nevertheless, for the modular PM machines with radial stator segment of case -S1, the stator 
structure becomes asymmetric which lead to the non-zero UMF, as shown in Fig. 5.12. It is 
worth noting that the UMFs of x-axis are bigger than those of y-axis regardless of slot/pole 
number combinations. This is mainly due to the position of the stator segment S1, which is 
closer to the x-axis but far from the y-axis.  
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In Fig. 5.13, the influence of FG widths on the magnitudes of on-load UMFs of modular 
PM machines under the radial stator segment of case -S1 is depicted. It is found that for the 𝐹𝑥 
of both 12-slot/10-pole and the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines, the magnitudes are 
increased with the increase in FG widths. However, for the UMF of 𝐹𝑦, the magnitudes are 
decreased. Furthermore, it can be found from Fig. 5.13 that the UMF magnitudes of the 12-
slot/14-pole modular PM machines are generally higher than those of 12-slot/10-pole modular 
PM machines. This helps further to prove that the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines have 
better radial stator segment displacement withstand capability. 
 
Fig. 5.13 The UMF magnitudes versus FG widths of modular PM machines with radial stator 




5.3 MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT 
In the section 5.2, the influence of manufacturing tolerance due to radial stator segment 
displacement on performance of modular PM machines has been investigated. In this section, 
another possible manufacturing tolerance scenario such as circumferential stator segment will 
also be investigated, as shown in Fig. 5.14.  
Similarly, the stator segments are numbered from S1 to S6. The stator segment displaced in 
anti-clockwise is named as S1, S1&S4, etc., while for the stator segments displaced in 
clockwise they are named as -S1, -S1&-S4, etc. Moreover, for all the cases studied in this 
section, the circumferentially displaced angles of stator segments are assumed to be 25% of the 
maximum possible displaced angle, which depends on the FG width. By doing so, the displaced 
angles of modular PM machines having different FG widths can be different, as can be seen 
from Table 5.7. It is worth noting that the displaced angles for all the affected stator segments 
are assumed to be the same. 
 
Fig. 5.14 The stator cross section of the modular PM machines topologies with the 





TABLE 5.7 THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DISPLACED ANGLES AND THE ACTUAL DISPLACED 



















0.5 0.5 0.125 1.0 1.1 0.275 
1.5 1.7 0.425 2.0 2.2 0.55 
2.5 2.8 0.7 3.0 3.4 0.85 
3.5 4 1.00 4.0 4.5 1.125 
4.5 5.1 1.275 5.0 5.7 1.425 
5.3.1 INFLUENCE OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL STATOR SEGMENT 
DISPLACEMENT ON PHASE BACK-EMF 
As have been addressed above, the radial stator segment displacement exerts significant 
influence on the magnitudes of back-EMFs due to the change of air-gap length. However, for 
the modular PM machines under circumferential stator segment displacement, the phase angles 
of phase back-EMFs will be influenced more significantly than their magnitudes. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the angles between two adjacent stator segments, and thus the angles 
between two adjacent coils, will be changed due to the circumferential stator segment 
displacement. 
By way of example, as can be seen in Fig. 5.15, the back-EMF vector diagram of the 12-
slot/10-pole modular PM machines having 2mm FGs with the circumferential stator segment 
displacement of case S1&S4 are depicted. Under such a circumstance, the displaced angle is 
0.55 Mech. Deg. In this case, the phase angle of the phase A back-EMF will be expected to be 
displaced by 2.75 Elec. Deg. as calculated in (5.7). However, the magnitudes of the resultant 
three-phase back-EMF vectors would remain the same.  
0.55 𝑀𝑒𝑐ℎ. 𝐷𝑒𝑔.× 5 = 2.75 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐. 𝐷𝑒𝑔. (5.7) 





Fig. 5.15 The fundamental phase back-EMFs of the modular PM machines with circumferential 
stator segment displacement. (a) Back-EMF vectors of each coil. (b) The resultant three phase 
back-EMF vectors. (Case S1&S4). 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.16 The fundamental phase back-EMFs of the modular PM machines with circumferential 
stator segment displacement. (a) Back-EMF vectors dof each coil. (b) The resultant three phase 
back-EMF vectors. (Case S1&-S4). 
Nevertheless, although the magnitudes of the back-EMF vectors due to each coil will be 
maintained, it is still possible that the resultant phase back-EMFs under the influence of 
circumferential stator segment displacement will be decreased. By way of example, for the case 
of S1&-S4, as shown in Fig. 5.16., the back-EMF vector of phase A is decreased. However, it 
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is worth noting that such decrease in the resultant phase back-EMF vectors is too tiny and can 
be neglected. 
The predicted and calculated magnitudes and phase angles of phase back-EMFs of 
12slot/10-pole modular PM machines having 2mm FG with cases S1&S4 or S1&-S4 are listed 
in Table 5.8. The magnitudes and phase angles of phase back-EMFs of modular PM machines 
without the circumferential stator segment displacement can be calculated by FE first. As 
demonstrated above, for the case of S1&S4, the magnitudes of phase back-EMFs are expected 
to be maintained, but the phase angle of phase A back-EMF is expected to be displaced by 2.75 
Elec. Deg. theoretically. Then, the new phase angle of the phase A back-EMF under the 
influence of the case S1&S4 can be predicted as: 
28.5 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐. 𝐷𝑒𝑔.−2.75 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐. 𝐷𝑒𝑔.= 25.75 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐. 𝐷𝑒𝑔. (5.8) 
TABLE 5.8 THE PREDICTED AND CALCULATED MAGNITUDES AND PHASE ANGLES OF MODULAR 
PM MACHINES WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL STATOR SEGMENT 




Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
Magnitude 
(Predicted) 
12.36V 12.36V 12.36V 12.31V 12.36V 12.36V 
Magnitude 
(Calculated) 





























From Table 5.8, it can be found that the calculated phase angle using direct FE for case 
S1&S4 circumferential stator segment displacement is 24.98 Elec. Deg., which is very close to 
the predicted 25.75 Elec. Deg. While the phase angles and magnitudes of other phase back-
EMFs are unchanged, as compared in Table 5.8. Therefore, it can be concluded that the above 
theoretical predictions made on magnitudes and phase angles of phase back-EMFs under the 
influence of circumferential stator segment are validated. 
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5.3.2 INFLUENCE OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL STATOR SEGMENT 
DISPLACEMENT ON ON-LOAD TORQUE 
As aforementioned, the circumferential stator segment displacement impacts the phase 
angles of phase back-EMFs but has limited influence on their magnitudes. Therefore, in this 
section, we will only investigate the influence of phase angles of phase back-EMFs on the on-
load torque. 
As can be seen from (5.5), when the phase angles of fundamental phase back-EMFs are 
changed, the average torque will be influenced accordingly. However, it is found that such 
influence is also very minor. By way of example, the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines 
having 5mm FG and two cases such as S1&S4 and S1&S2&S3 are considered, of which the 
displaced angle is 0.55 Mech. Deg. For the case of S1&S4, the predicted on-load average torque 
only decreases by 0.26% while for the case of S1&S2&S3, the on-load average torque is 
decreased by 0.19%. This is mainly due to the fact that the minor change in the phase angles 
cannot exert dramatic influence on the average torque, as can be proved by (5.5). 
Because of the limited influence on average torque from the circumferential stator segment 
displacement, the average torque cannot be applied as the index to assess the sensitivity of such 
type of manufacturing tolerance. However, similar to the radial stator segment displacement, 
the circumferential stator segment displacement also introduces an extra 2nd order harmonic to 
the on-load torque waveform. Hence, the 2nd order harmonic of on-load torque has been 
selected for further study in this section.  
The 2nd order harmonic of on-load torque contributed by the fundamental phase back-EMFs, 
i.e. 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎, can be expressed as (5.9). Given the fact that the magnitudes of phase back-
EMFs are not significantly affected, 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 will mainly be generated by the variations of 
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TABLE 5.9 THE PREDICTED AND CALCULATED 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎  WITH THE RESULTANT CALCULATED 








S1 0.04 0.05 0.09 
-S1 0.04 0.05 0.1 
S1&S2 0.04 0.05 0.09 
S1-S2 0.06 0.09 0.17 
S1&S4 0.07 0.1 0.18 
S1-S4 0.002 0.002 0.01 
S1&S2&S4&S5 0.07 0.1 0.19 
S1&S2&-S4&-S5 0.002 0.003 0 
S1&-S2&S4&-S5 0.13 0.18 0.35 
S1&-S2&-S4&-S5 0.08 0.08 0.2 
S1&S2&S3&S4&S5&S6 0 0.001 0 
S1&S2&S3&-S4&-S5&-S6 0 0.003 0.03 
S1&-S2&S3&S4&-S5&S6 0.15 0.2 0.39 
S1&-S2&-S3&S4&-S5&-S6 0.15 0.2 0.37 
It can be predicted from (5.9) that the bigger difference between the phase angles of resultant 
phase back-EMFs such as (φA1 − φB1) and the original 120 Elec. Deg., the bigger 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 
will be. By way of example, for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines having 2mm FG 
width, the phase angle difference of cases S1&S2 and S1&S4 are 1.375 Elec. Deg. and 2.75 
Elec. Deg., respectively. This means that the case S1&S4 will have the slightly bigger 
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𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 than case S1&S2. 
For validating the theoretical predictions of 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 , the predicted and calculated 
𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 as well as the calculated resultant 2
𝑛𝑑 order harmonics of the on-load torque are 
listed and compared in Table 5.9. The modular PM machines having 12-slot/10-pole and 2mm 
FGs with various circumferential stator segment displacement cases. It is worth noting that the 
predicted 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 is calculated by the theoretically predicted phase angles and magnitudes 
of phase back-EMFs. But the calculated 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 is computed using the phase angles and 
magnitudes of phase back-EMFs obtained from the FE results. The resultant 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 is calculated 
using direct FE. 
As can be seen from Table 5.9, there are some error between the predicted and calculated 
𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎. This is because of the inevitable error between the predicted and calculated phase 
angles and magnitudes of phase back-EMFs. However, it is still true that the smaller the 
predicted 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 is, the smaller the calculated 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 will be, and vice versa.  
As has been demonstrated that the 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 of on-load torque of modular PM machines under 
the radial stator segment is generated by three sources, as detailed in the section 5.2.3.3. This 
is also true for the circumferential stator segment scenario. However, due to the much smaller 
3rd order harmonics of the phase back-EMFs compared with the fundamental ones, the phase 
angles and magnitudes cannot be accurately predicted. Similarly, the 2nd order harmonics of 
the cogging torque due to the circumferential stator segment displacement are also very 
difficult to predict. Nevertheless, from Table 5.9, it is found that the bigger the predicted 
𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 is, the bigger 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 will be, and vice versa. This means that although 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 is difficult 
to predict, the influence from various cases of the circumferential stator segment displacement 
on 𝑇2𝑛𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎 can fully reflect the performance of 𝑇2𝑛𝑑.  
Based on the analysis carried out above, the severity of the influence from circumferential 
stator segment displacement in respect to 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 of the modular PM machines can be assessed. 
The bigger 𝑇2𝑛𝑑 is, the more influence it will have on the machine performance. Based on this, 
the cases of S1&S4, S1&-S2&S4&-S5, and S1&-S2&S3&S4&-S5&S6, which have the 






5.3.3 INFLUENCE OF SLOT/POLE NUMBER COMBINATIONS ON 
MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
STATOR SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT  
In this section, the influence of slot/pole number combination of modular PM machines with 
the selected cases of circumferential stator segment displacement will be studied. It is worth 
noting that the influence of FG widths on the electromagnetic performance of modular PM 
machines will not be investigated due to the fact that the displaced angles are different, which 
depend directly on the FG widths. Moreover, the changing ratio will not be employed neither 
due to the same reason. In this section, only the research of the influence of the slot/pole number 
combination on modular PM machines with the circumferential stator segment displacement 
will be carried out.  







Fig. 5.17 The fundamental back-EMF of the phase A versus FG width of modular PM machines 
with various circumferential stator segment displacements. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-
pole. 
In Fig. 5.17, the magnitudes of fundamental phase A back-EMF of modular PM machines 
with the selected circumferential stator segment displacement cases are depicted. As concluded 
in the previous sections, the circumferential stator segment displacement mainly affects the 
phase angles of phase back-EMFs but has limited influence on their magnitudes. From Fig. 
5.17, such conclusion can be further validated. It can be found that for the same FG width, the 
magnitudes of the fundamental phase back-EMFs with different circumferential segment 
displacement cases are largely unchanged for both 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines. 
5.3.3.2 COGGING TORQUE 
The cogging torque waveforms and their spectra of modular PM machines with or without 
the circumferential stator segment displacement are shown in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19. Similar 
to the radial stator segment displacement scenario, the extra 2nd, 4th, 8th, etc. order harmonics 







Fig. 5.18 Cogging torque of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with circumferential 








Fig. 5.19 Cogging torque of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with circumfernetial 








Fig. 5.20 The peak-to-peak cogging torque versus FG width of modular PM machines with 
circumferential stator segment displacement. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The peak-to-peak cogging torque of modular PM machines with the selected cases of 
circumferential stator segment displacement are compared in Fig. 5.20. It is found that for the 
case of S1&S4, when the FG width is ≤ 3mm, the peak-to-peak cogging torque of 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machines is bigger compared with that of 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines. While for the case S1&-S2&S4&-S5 and the case S1&-S2&S3&S4&-S5&S6, when 
the FG width is bigger than 2.5mm, the peak-to-peak cogging torque of 12-slot/14-pole 
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modular PM machine becomes bigger than that of 12-slot/10-pole machine. Overall, the peak-
to-peak cogging torques are significantly increased due to the circumferential stator segment 
displacement. 





Fig. 5.21 On-load torque of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with radial stator 








Fig. 5.22 On-load torque of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with radial stator 
segment displacement. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. (FG=2mm) 
The on-load waveforms and their spectra of 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines having 2mm FG with circumferential stator segment displacement are shown in 
Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22. Similarly, the extra 2nd, 4th, 8th, etc. order harmonics are observed. The 
reasons of such extra order harmonics have already been addressed previously and will not be 







Fig. 5.23 The average torque versus FG widths of modular PM machines with the 
circumferential stator segment displacement. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The average torque of modular PM machines having different slot/pole number 
combinations with and without the circumferential stator segment displacement are shown in 
Fig. 5.23. It can be found that the average torques are maintained. This is because of the limited 
influence of circumferential stator segment displacement on phase back-EMFs. In addition, it 
also can be found that the average torque of 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines is always 
bigger than that of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines when they have the same FG width 
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and the same case of circumferential stator segment displacement. 
Similar to the radial stator segment cases, the torque ripple is mainly contributed by the 
cogging torque. Hence, the influence of FGs on cogging torque will be reflected in the 
performance of torque ripple as well. 
5.3.3.4 UMF 
Since the stator of modular PM machines with the selected circumferential stator segment 
cases (e.g. case S1&S4, case S1&-S2&S4&-S5, and case S1&-S2&S3&S4&-S5&S6) are still 
symmetry, therefore, the UMFs will be zero. In order to investigate the influence of 
circumferential stator segment displacement on UMF performance, the alternate case such as 
S1 is selected and its UMF waveforms are depicted from Fig. 5.24. 
In Fig. 5.25, the magnitudes of UMFs of 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines are depicted. Comparing the UMF magnitudes of 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦 of 12-slot/10-pole and 
12-slot/14-pole machines, it is found that the magnitudes of 𝐹𝑥 are similar. However, the 12-
slot/14-pole modular PM machines have generally higher magnitudes of 𝐹𝑦. Overall, in terms 
of UMF, the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines have better circumferential segment 







Fig. 5.24 The UMF waveforms of modualr PM machines with circumferential stator segment 
displacement. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. (FG=2mm) 
 
Fig. 5.25 The UMF magnitudes versus FG widths of modular PM machines with 




5.4 MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH PM DEFECT 
The manufacturing tolerance occurred during the PM production is another common issue 
in practice, such as, PM imperfect magnetization, PM demagnetization, broken PMs, etc. 
Unquestionably, such problems exert significant effect on the performance of PM machines. 
Therefore, in this section, the influence of PM defect on the electromagnetic performance of 
modular PM machines will be investigated. In order to simulate the PM defect problem, the 
3D FE models with modular stators and defective rotors have been built, as shown from Fig. 
5.26 and Fig. 5.27. It is worth noting that the general design parameters of the 3D FE models 
are exactly the same as the 2D FE models which are listed in Table 2.2. 
In this section, two representative PM defect cases are studied which are 5% and 10% 
defective area of one PM pole, as can be seen from Fig. 5.27. It is worth noting that such 
defective zone is chosen to be within one piece of a N-pole PM.  
 







Fig. 5.27 The 3D 10-pole rotor models with defective PM (a) 5% defect. (b) 10% defect. 
5.4.1 INFLUENCE OF PM DEFECT ON OPEN-CIRCUIT AIR-GAP 
FLUX DENSITY AND PHASE BACK-EMFS 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.28 The colour maps of open-circuit air-gap flux density. (a) 5% defect. (b) 10% defect. 
Under the healthy rotor condition, the mechanical period is p times of the electrical period. 
However, when the rotor PMs are defected, such relationship will be changed. Hence, in this 
section, the following calculations are all within one mechanical revolution (360 Mech. Deg.). 
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when the PM defect occurred, the electromagnetic performance will be globally affected, such 
as the flux density, flux linkage, back-EMF and torque characteristics, etc. This is due to the 






Fig. 5.29 The phase back-EMF waveforms and spectra of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 








Fig. 5.30 The phase back-EMF waveforms and spectra of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines having 2mm FGs with 10% PM defect. (a) Waveforms (b) Spectra. 
In Fig. 5.29 and Fig. 5.30, the waveforms and spectra of the phase back-EMFs of 12-slot/10-
pole modular PM machines having 2mm FG with 5% or 10% PM defects are shown as 
examples. It is found that the magnitudes of three phase fundamental back-EMFs are still 
identical but decreased due to the defective PM. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the larger 
area of the PM is defected, the more negative impact on the fundamental phase back-EMF will 
be. However, The influence on the fundamental phase back-EMFs is not proportional to the 
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defective area, as shown in Table 5.10. It is worth noting that no extra even order harmonics 
are introduced due to PM defect and the three-phase back-EMFs still remain balanced. 
Since the PM defect exerts some negative impact on the fundamental phase back-EMFs, as 
detailed in (5.5), the average torque will be decreased accordingly, as can be proven in Fig. 
5.38. 
TABLE 5.10 THE COMPARISON OF MAGNITUDES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PHASE BACK-EMFS 
Magnitudes (V) Phase A Phase B Phase C 
Healthy 12.36V 12.36V 12.36V 
5% defect 12.2V 12.19V 12.19V 
10% defect 12.13V 12.13V 12.13V 
5.4.2 INFLUENCE OF FG WIDTHS AND SLOT/POLE NUMBER 
COMBINATIONS OF MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH PM 
DEFECT 
5.4.2.1 PHASE BACK-EMF 
The influence of FG widths on fundamental phase back-EMFs of modular PM machines 
with PM defect have been calculated and compared in Fig. 5.32. It is found that the influence 
of FG widths on the fundamental phase back-EMFs are similar regardless of the modular PM 
machines with or without PM defect.  
The changing ratios of fundamental phase back-EMFs are also calculated and listed in Table 
5.11. It can be seen that for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines, the changing ratio is 
decreased with the increase in the FG width. However, for the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines, the changing ratio is increased with the increase in the FG width. This means that 
the severity of influence due to the PM defect on phase back-EMF can be mitigated with the 
increase in the FG widths for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines while for the 12-
slot/14-pole modular PM machines, the severity of such influence is aggravated.  
In order to explain the phenomena observed above, the colour maps of the radial open-
circuit flux density Br of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with 10% PM defect having 
2mm or 4mm FG width are shown in Fig. 5.31. It is worth noting that initial rotor position is 
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set as the d-axis, which is aligned with the phase A. By doing so, the flux linkage of the phase 
A can be maintained to be the maximum. 
It can be seen from Fig. 5.31 that the maximum open-circuit flux density is 1.57T when FG 
width is 2mm. However, when the FG width changes to 4mm, the maximum open-circuit flux 
density at the same rotor position increases to 1.65T. This means that the increase in FG widths 
helps to increase the open-circuit flux density for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines 
with PM defect. As a result, the decrease of the phase back-EMFs of the 12-slot/10-pole 
modular PM machines with PM defect can be mitigated. Hence, the changing ratio is reduced. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.31 The colour map of radial flux density Br of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines 
with 10% PM defect under the open-ciruit condition. (a) FG=2mm. (b) FG=4mm. 
It is also found that the changing ratios of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines are 
generally higher than those of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines for both the 5% and 
10% PM defects. As a result, similar to the radial segment displacement scenarios, the PM 
defect withstand capability of modular PM machines having 12-slot/10-pole is also better 







Fig. 5.32 The fundamental phase back-EMFs versus the FG width of modular PM machines 








TABLE 5.11 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF FUNDAMENTAL PHASE BACK-EMFS OF THE MODULAR 
AND NON-MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH PM DEFECT 
FG widths 
(mm) 
5% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
10% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
0.0 -1.68% / -2.9% -2.2% / -3.27% 
0.5 -1.89% / -2.87% -2.34% / -3.23% 
1.0 -1.77% / -3.13% -2.24% / -3.47% 
1.5 -1.54% / -3.39% -2.09% / -3.73% 
2.0 -1.29% / -3.65% -1.86% / -3.98% 
2.5 -1.17% / -3.98% -1.66% / -4.31% 
3.0 -0.87% / -4.31% -1.38% / -4.63% 
3.5 -0.61% / -4.58% -1.12% / -4.9% 
4.0 -0.34% / -4.86% -0.86% / -5.17% 
4.5 -0.07% / -5.08% -0.51% / -5.46% 
5.0 0.33% / -5.26% -0.12% / -5.63% 
5.4.2.2 COGGING TORQUE 
The cogging torque waveforms as well as their spectra of 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-
pole modular PM machines having 2mm FG with PM defect are depicted in Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 
5.34. It is found that the cogging torque periodicity of the modular PM machines are changed 
due to PM defect since the rotor symmetry is changed from 5 or 7 to 1 for the 10-pole or 14-
pole rotor, respectively. By way of example, for the healthy 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines, the cogging torque periodicity is 30 within a mechanical revolution which denote 
the order of the first appeared cogging torque harmonic is 30th, as shown in Fig. 5.33 (b). 
Nevertheless, for the modular PM machines with the PM defect, the LCM between the stator 
and rotor symmetries becomes 6 which denotes the first appeared cogging torque harmonic 
will be the 6th order harmonic instead, as validated in Fig. 5.33 (b). It is worth noting that the 
very tiny sub-harmonics observed from Fig. 5.33 (b) are mainly due to the numerical error. The 
aforementioned explanations can also be applied to the cogging torque analyses of the 12-







Fig. 5.33 The cogging torque waveforms and spectera of the 12-slot/10-pole modualr PM 








Fig. 5.34 The cogging torque waveforms and spectera of the 12-slot/14-pole modualr PM 








Fig. 5.35 The peak-to-peak cogging torque of modualr PM machines with or without PM 
defect. (a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The waveforms of the peak-to-peak cogging torque against FG widths of 12-slot/10-pole 
and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines with or without PM defect are depicted in Fig. 5.35. 
For the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines, when the FG width is smaller than 3mm, the 
peak-to-peak cogging torque of modular PM machines with PM defect is increased with the 
increase in the FG widths. Similar trend can be observed for the modular PM machines without 
PM defect. Nevertheless, when the FG width becomes bigger than 3mm, different from the 
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peak-to-peak cogging torque of the modular PM machines without PM defect, the peak-to-peak 
cogging torque of the modular PM machines with PM defect starts to decrease with the increase 
in the FG widths, as shown in Fig. 5.35 (a). Nevertheless, for the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines, the variation trend of the peak-to-peak cogging torque against the FG widths are 
similar, as shown in Fig. 5.35 (b). 
It is worth noting that the peak-to-peak cogging torques of modular PM machines with 5% 
PM defect are always slightly smaller than those of the modular PM machines with 10% PM 
defect. This is true for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines. 
The changing ratio of peak-to-peak cogging torque of the modular PM machines with the 
PM defects are listed in Table 5.12. It can be seen that for both 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-
pole modular PM machines, the changing ratio can be mitigated significantly by selecting the 
FG widths properly.  
TABLE 5.12 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF PEAK-TO-PEAK COGGING TORQUE OF THE MODULAR 
AND NON-MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH PM DEFECT 
FG widths 
(mm) 
5% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
10% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
0.0 -36.2% / 77.98% -33.21% / 235.53% 
0.5 12.36% / -24.21% 30.57% / 3.38% 
1.0 8.93% / -27.23% 18.96% / -12.5% 
1.5 -3.99% / -46.88% 2.29% / -31.54% 
2.0 -10.86% / -17.88% -5.98% / 10.54% 
2.5 -20.52% / 217.34% -13.86% / 241.02% 
3.0 -22.2% / 39.22% -14.53% / 43.93% 
3.5 -25.27% / -4.38% -20.37% / 0.47% 
4.0 -33.81% / -16.3% -26.88% / -14.84% 
4.5 -49.21% / -23.46% -42.93% / -22.31% 











Fig. 5.36 The torque waveforms and spectera of 12-slot/10-pole modualr PM machines having 








Fig. 5.37 The torque waveforms and spectera of 12-slot/14-pole modualr PM machines having 
2mm FGs with or without PM defect. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. 
The on-load torque waveforms and spectra of 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines with or without PM defect having 2mm FGs are shown in Fig. 5.36 and Fig. 
5.37. It can be seen from the Fig. 5.36 (b) and Fig. 5.37 (b) that the first appeared torque ripple 
harmonics of on-load torque within one mechanical revolution becomes the 6th rather than 30th 
for the 12-slot/10-pole healthy modular PM machines and the 42nd for the 12-slot/14-pole 
healthy modular PM machines. The main reason of such newly introduced 6th and its multiple 
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order harmonics is the 6th order harmonic and its multiple orders of the cogging torque which 





Fig. 5.38 The average torque of modualr PM machines with or without PM defect. (a) 12-








Fig. 5.39 The torque ripple of modualr PM machines with or without PM defect. (a) 12-slot/10-
pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The average toque and torque ripple against FG width of modular PM machines with or 
without PM defect is depicted in Fig. 5.38 and Fig. 5.39. Since the average torque has a close 
relationship with the fundamental phase back-EMF, the influence of FG width on fundamental 
phase back-EMF will be reflected in average torque, as proven in Fig. 5.38. Again, due to the 
fact that the cogging torque plays a dominant role in torque ripple, the influence from the FG 
widths on the cogging torque of modular PM machines with PM defect will be reflected in the 
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performance of the torque ripple. 
The changing ratio of the average torque is listed in Table 5.13. In term of the average 
torque, it can be found that the severity of the PM defect can be mitigated with the increase in 
the FG widths for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines. Whilst for the 12-slot/14-pole 
modular PM machines, such influence is aggravated with the increase in the FG widths. 
Additionally, the changing ratios of average torque of 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines are smaller than those of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines when the FG 
width is bigger than 1mm while when the FG width is smaller than 1mm, the changing ratios 
of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines are smaller regardless of the PM defect area. 
Although such special phenomenon is observed, the conclusion such as the 12-slot/10-pole 
modular PM machines have better PM defect withstand capability in terms of the average 
torque is still valid. This is due to the fact that only few cases do not follow the conclusion 
made above but the majority cases are supporting that conclusion 
TABLE 5.13 THE CHANGING RATIOS OF AVERAGE TORQUE OF THE MODULAR AND NON-
MODULAR PM MACHINES WITH PM DEFECT 
FG widths 
(mm) 
5% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
10% defect  
(12slot-10pole/12slot-14pole) 
0.0 -2.67% / -1.77% -3.15% / -2.07% 
0.5 -2.42% / -1.85% -2.92% / -2.27% 
1.0 -2.15% / -2.18% -2.63% / -2.57% 
1.5 -1.85% / -2.45% -2.36% / -2.8% 
2.0 -1.56% / -3.01% -2.01% / -3.41% 
2.5 -1.32% / -3.4% -1.8% / -3.82% 
3.0 -0.98% / -3.79% -1.44% / -4.19% 
3.5 -0.55% / -4.08% -1.06% / -4.48% 
4.0 -0.18% / -4.43% -0.62% / -4.76% 
4.5 0.32% / -4.76% -0.2% / -5.09% 










Fig. 5.40 The UMF magnitudes versus FG widths of modular PM machines with PM defect. 
(a) 12-slot/10-pole. (b) 12-slot/14-pole. 
The variations of the UMF magnitudes of modular PM machines with PM defect are 
depicted in Fig. 5.40. It is found that for both the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular 
PM machines, the UMF magnitudes of the PM machines with 10% PM defect are generally 
higher than those of the 5% PM defect cases regardless of the FG widths. It is also worth noting 
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that, with 5% PM defect, the magnitudes of 𝐹𝑥and 𝐹𝑦  of the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machines are bigger than those of the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines. This is also true 
for the 10% PM defect cases. Therefore, different from the previous conclusions for the phase 
back-EMF, the cogging torque and the on-load torque, the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines have better PM defect manufacturing tolerance withstand capability in terms of the 
UMF. 
Moreover, for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines with either 5% or 10% PM defect, 
the magnitudes of 𝐹𝑥and 𝐹𝑦 can be mitigated to some extent by appropriately selecting the FG 
width. However, for the 12-slot/14-pole cases, the magnitudes of the UMF cannot be mitigated. 
5.4.3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
In order to validate the previous FE predictions, An existing prototypes of modular PM 
machines having healthy rotor and the newly introduced defective rotor have been used and 
tested, as shown in Fig. 5.41. It is worth noting that the rotor shown in Fig. 5.41 (c) is a 10-
pole surface mounted PM rotor with half of a N-pole magnet removed. This arrangement is 
made from the practicality point of view, mainly because the existing prototype in the 
laboratory has two pieces of magnets per pole. As a result, removing one piece (50% magnet 
defect) is much more practical, and also allows us to avoid building a new rotor with 5% or 







Fig. 5.41 The prototype 12-slot/10-pole modular PM machines. (a) The modular stator. (b) The 
healthy rotor. (c) The defective rotor. 
The 3D FE model of 12-slot modular PM machine with the aforementioned defective rotor 
has also been built and simulated. The colour maps of the open-circuit flux density of the 
modular PM machine with defective rotor are shown in Fig. 5.42. It is evident that the open-
circuit air-gap flux density becomes asymmetric and a near zero flux density zone can be 







Fig. 5.42 The colour maps of open-circuit flux density. (a) Entire model. (b) Middle of the air-
gap. 
5.4.3.1 PHASE BACK-EMF 
At the rated speed (400 rpm), the back-EMF of phase A of the 12-slot modular PM machine 
with the healthy and defective rotors has been calculated by FE and validated by tests, as shown 
in Fig. 5.43.The defective rotor changes the periodicity of the phase back-EMF and introduce 
extra harmonic contents that do not exist in the machines with healthy rotor, such as, 1st, 2nd 








Fig. 5.43 The predicted and measured back-EMFs of the modular PM machine with healthy 
and defective rotors. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. 
5.4.3.2 COGGING TORQUE AND STATIC TORQUE 
The method of measuring static torque and cogging torque is described in [67] and the test 
rig is illustrated in Fig. 2.15 (a). The rotor shaft is connected to a balance beam which provides 
the possibility of using the digital scale to measure the force produced by the prototype. Hence, 
by doing so, the rotor needs to be stationary while the stator is rotated instead to vary the rotor 
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Fig. 5.44 Predicted and measured cogging torques of the modular PM machine with healthy 
and defective rotors. (a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. 
Fig. 5.44 shows the measured and predicted cogging torques of the modular PM machine 
with defective and healthy rotors. For the healthy rotor case, 𝑁𝑐𝑚 equals to 30 if 𝑁𝐹𝐺  is 6 and 
2p is 10, and hence, there are 5 cogging torque periods within 60 Mech. Deg., which is shown 
in Fig. 5.44 as the dashed line. However, for the case of defective rotor, the value of 𝑁𝑐𝑚 
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becomes 6 since the rotor is asymmetric. Therefore, the periodicity of cogging torque is 60 
Mech. Deg., as shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.44. Furthermore, the peak-to-peak cogging 
torque of the modular PM machine with defective rotor is bigger than that of the modular PM 
machine with healthy rotor. This is mainly due to its asymmetric rotor and hence smaller 𝑁𝑐𝑚. 
Using similar method as for the cogging torque measurement, the on-load static torque can 
be measured by supplying the prototype with DC currents (𝐼𝐴 = 𝐼, 𝐼𝐵 = 𝐼𝐶 = −𝐼 2⁄ , with I = 
3A). The predicted and measured static torques of the modular PM machines with healthy and 
defective rotors are shown in Fig. 5.45. It can be seen that the static torque with defective rotor 
is smaller while it has larger ripple. This is mainly due to the reduction in the phase back-EMF 
(see Fig. 5.43) while the increase in the cogging torque (see Fig. 5.44). 
 
Fig. 5.45 The predicted and measured static torque of modular PM machine (𝐼𝐴=3A). 3A DC 





The influences of radial and circumferential stator segment displacements and PM defect 
on the 12-slot/10-pole and 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines have been investigated in 
this chapter. By theoretically analysing the influence of radial and circumferential stator 
segment displacements on the phase back-EMFs as well as the on-load torque, the most serious 
cases can be identified. It is found that the radial stator segment displacement mainly exerts 
influence on the magnitudes of the phase back-EMFs due to the change in the air-gap length 
while the circumferential stator segment displacement exerts limited impacts on the magnitudes 
but significant impacts on the phase angles of the phase back-EMFs.  
For the radial stator segment scenario, the most influenced cases are generally those 
segments that belong to the same phase and are displaced in the same direction. But for the 
circumferential stator segment displacement scenarios, the most influenced cases are those 
having the biggest phase angle difference of the resultant three-phase back-EMFs. With regard 
to the manufacturing tolerance scenario of PM defect, two representative cases are studied 
which are the 5% and 10% area of one magnet pole are defected.  
It demonstrated that the influence of FG widths on electromagnetic performance of the 
modular PM machines with radial stator segment displacement is similar to that of the healthy 
modular PM machines regardless of the slot/pole number combinations. In Table 5.14, the 
influence of the FG widths on changing ratios are summarized. It can be found that the modular 
structure can help to improve the manufacturing tolerance of radial stator segment 
displacement withstand capability for the PM machines. The influence of FG widths on 
electromagnetic performance of the modular PM machines with PM defect have also been 
demonstrated, as shown in Table 5.15. Similarly, the modular structure can also help to mitigate 
the effect from PM defect.  
However, for the circumferential stator segment displacement scenario, the influence from 
such manufacturing tolerance on phase back-EMF and average torque is limited. But the peak-
to-peak cogging torques are significantly increased due to the change of the stator symmetry.  
Furthermore, compared with the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines, the 12-slot/10-pole 
modular PM machines have the better radial stator segment displacement withstand capability. 
This is the same for the PM defect except the case where the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM 
machines have slightly better withstand capability in terms of UMF. For the circumferential 
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stator segment displacement, the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines also have the better 
withstand capability of UMF. 
The prototypes of the modular PM machines with PM defect rotor have been built and tested 
in order to validate the predictions and conclusion. Generally good agreement between the 
calculated and tested results has been observed.  
TABLE 5.14 THE CHANGING RATIO AND THE UMF MAGNITUDES OF THE MODULAR PM 




Cogging torque Average torque UMF 
12-slot/10-pole ↓ √ ~ 
Fx: ↑ 
Fy: ↓ 
12-slot/14-pole ↓ √ ↓ 
Fx: ↑ 
Fy: ↓ 




Cogging torque Average torque UMF 
12-slot/10-pole 
5% defect ↓ 
10% defect ↓ 
√ 
5% defect ↓ 




5% defect ↑ 
10% defect ↑ 
√ 




❖ √ Represents the values can be reduced by selecting the FG widths appropriately.  
❖ Δ Represents the values cannot be reduced by selecting the FG widths appropriately. 
❖ ↓ Represents the changing ratio is decreased with the increase in the FG widths. 
















This thesis mainly investigates some novel modular PM machines including the design of 
multi-phase modular PM machines, the cogging torque and torque ripple reduction of modular 
PM machines and the manufacturing tolerances of modular PM machines. The general 
conclusions obtained from the research demonstrated in thesis are detailed in this section. 
The multi-phase modular PM machines with fractional-slot and single-layer concentrated 
winding is studied in the Chapter 2. The optimal slot/pole number combinations can be 
identified with the help of analysing the winding-factor. It is found that employing the modular 
structure can significantly reduce the main sub-harmonics of the air-gap flux density due to 
armature windings. For the multi-phase (or any phase number) modular PM machines having 
𝑁𝑠 > 2𝑝, the FGs exert negative effects on the electromagnetic performance. While for the 
machines having 𝑁𝑠 < 2𝑝, the performance such as average torque and torque ripple can be 
improved by properly selecting the FG width. 
In the chapter 3, an effective cogging torque mitigation method by the slot-opening shift is 
proposed for modular PM machines. The slot openings are divided into two groups in a special 
way. By shifting those two groups of slot-openings in the opposite directions with the desired 
shift angle, the synthesised cogging torque waveforms due to the shifted slot openings could 
be almost opposite to the cogging torque waveform due to the FGs, and thus cancel each other. 
Four cases are studied to validate the efficiency of the proposed method. A reduction up to 85% 
of the resultant cogging torque can be achieved. It is worth noting that the three-phase back-
EMF waveforms are still balanced although their amplitudes might be slightly reduced and no 
extra harmonics are introduced due to the slot openings shift.  
Another cogging torque and torque ripple reduction method for modular PM machines by 
adopting the C-core stator segments is investigated in Chapter 4. It is found that the resultant 
cogging torque and torque ripple can be reduced by 96.4% and 57.6% respectively compared 
with those of E-core modular PM machines. Especially, for the 12-slot/10-pole modular PM 
machine, the average torque can be enhanced by 6.3% when the C-core modular structure is 
employed.  
The influence of the manufacturing tolerances on modular PM machines is studied in 
Chapter 5. Three manufacturing tolerance scenarios which are the radial stator segment 
displacement, circumferential stator segment displacement and PM defect are considered. It is 
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found that the radial stator segment displacement and PM defect exert influence on the 
magnitudes of phase back-EMFs while the circumferential stator segment displacement exerts 
limited influence on the magnitudes but significant influence on the phase angles of back-EMFs. 
Moreover, the modular structure has been found to be able to improve the withstand capability 
against the manufacturing tolerance due to radial stator segment displacement and PM defect. 
However for the circumferential stator segment displacement cases, the influence from such 
manufacturing tolerance scenario is limited with respect to the phase back-EMF and average 
torque. But the resultant cogging torques are dramatically increased due to the changed stator 
symmetry. In addition, compared with the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines, the 12-
slot/10-pole modular PM machines have the better radial stator segment displacement and PM 
defect withstand capability except that the 12-slot/14-pole modular PM machines have the 
slightly better PM defect withstand capability in terms of UMF. Similarly, for the 
circumferential stator segment displacement withstand capability in terms of UMF, the 12-
slot/14-pole modular PM machines are also better.  
In summary, the main contributions from this thesis can be concluded that: 1) The slot-
opening design for reducing the cogging torque of the E-core modular PM machines. 2) The 
improved C-core modular PM machine design for reducing the cogging torque and torque 
ripple. Other contributions such as the design and study of the multi-phase modular PM 
machines and the investigation on the manufacturing tolerance of the modular PM machines 
are also detailed in this thesis. 
Last but not the least, it is worth mentioning that although the research carried out in this 
thesis are based on the small size modular PM machines (for experimental validation purpose), 
the conclusions detailed in this chapter might be extended to other large PM machines, such as 
the ones used for wind power applications.  
6.2 FUTURE WORKS 
Although several research on the novel modular PM machines have been carried out in this 
thesis, there are still a lot of work to be done in the future, such as: 
• The extension employment of the novel modular structure to other PM machines. 
• The investigation of modular PM machines with both modular stator and modular 
rotor.  
• The further investigation of the manufacturing tolerances of modular PM machines.  
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• The thermal management of PM machines using the novel modular structure. 
• The study on large modular PM machines having different numbers of the stator 
segments. 
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